Introduction
Progress in organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) has been remarkably impressive since its inception in 2009. The organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites have been known for applications in optical devices [1] and field-effect transistors [2] since early 1990's; however, their usefulness in a photo-energy conversion device is realized only in 2009 by Miyasaka et al. [3] They crystallized halide based hybrid perovskites (CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 or CH 3 NH 3 PbBr 3 ) as light absorbers onto a 8-12 μm thick TiO 2 layer, an architecture similar to the dye-sensitized solar cells (DSCs), [4] and by making a junction with iodide/triiodide redox electrolyte as a hole transporting medium (HTM) demonstrated a photoconversion efficiency (PCE) ≈3.8%. Subsequently, Park et al. [5] demonstrated PCE up to 6.5% in a similar device but with a TiO 2 film of lower thickness (≈4 μm). However, these devices exhibited poor operational stability, typically less than an hour, due to the liquid electrolyte used. The first solidstate device based on CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 as an absorber was reported by Kim et al. [6] that employed a mesoporous TiO 2 scaffold (≈1 μm) in conjunction with 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis-(N,N-p-dimethoxy-phenylamino)-9,9′-spirobifluorene (Spiro-OMeTAD) as a hole conductor and reported a remarkable PCE ≈9.7%. Subsequent developments in PSCs such as enabling better charge extraction at electron and hole selective contacts (ESC and HSC), optimizing the perovskite composition, for example, incorporation of formamidinium (FA) or Caesium (Cs) or both into methyl ammonium cation (MA), and optimizing the morphology of perovskite layer brought PSCs to deliver PCE 20-22%. [7] Besides their high PCEwhich is comparable to silicon and thin film solar cells -they have also shown fair stability up to few thousand hours, [7b,8] added functionalities such as possibility to be printed on flexible substrates, [9] transparency [10] and their workability in low light condition, [11] thereby marking them as a potential candidate for future solar cell technology that can offer the 'golden four' of a solar cell technology, [12] i.e., low-cost, stability, efficiency and added functionality. These achievements are partly because PSCs offer a wider variety of device designs as well as varied choice materials combinations for electron and hole selective contacts as shown in Figure 1 , where the charge separation Rapid improvement in photoconversion efficiency (PCE) of solution processable organometallic hybrid halide based perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have taken the photovoltaic (PV) community with a surprise and has extended their application in other electronic devices such as light emitting diodes, photo detectors and batteries. Together with efforts to push the PCE of PSCs to record values >22% -now at par with that of crystalline silicon solar cellsorigin of their PV action and underlying physical processes are also deeply investigated worldwide in diverse device configurations. A typical PSC consists of a perovskite film sandwiched between an electron and a hole selective contact thereby creating ESC/perovskite and perovskite/HSC interfaces, respectively. The selective contacts and their interfaces determine properties of perovskite layer and also control the performance, origin of PV action, open circuit voltage, device stability, and hysteresis in PSCs. Herein, we define ideal charge selective contacts, and provide an overview on how the choice of interfacing materials impacts charge accumulation, transport, transfer/ recombination, band-alignment, and electrical stability in PSCs. We then discuss device related considerations such as morphology of the selective contacts (planar or mesoporous), energetics and electrical properties (insulating and conducting), and its chemical properties (organic vs inorganic). Finally, the outlook highlights key challenges and future directions for a commercially viable perovskite based PV technology.
mechanism varies from that of sensitized cell to band type. This makes it hard to generalize the working principle for all these designs, and consequently, various underlying physical processes such as charge transport mechanism, hysteresis and the origin of instability are still not fully understood.
The first all-solid PSC employs a perovskite absorber between an ESC on a conducting glass substrate (FTO) and a HSC ( Figure 1a ) with a metal back contact on top. The working principle of this device was initially conceived to be similar to that of DSSCs, i.e., perovskite is a light absorber and ESC (typically TiO 2 ) takes part in charge separation and electron transport whereas the holes are transferred to HSC although subsequent research showed the working principle is not excitonic. [13] This design holds the state-of-the-art PCE ≈20-22% with (i) a compact (pin-hole free) hole blocking layer between FTO and TiO 2 scaffold, (ii) a dense perovskite capping layer over TiO 2 scaffold with perovskite infiltrated within the pores, and (iii) optimized interfaces. [7f,14] In another design (Figure 2b) , the semiconducting TiO 2 scaffold is replaced with an insulating Al 2 O 3 or ZrO 2 layer with a reported maximum PCE ≈15.9%. [15] Herein, the charges are carried by the perovskite itself, thereby evidencing that PSCs work without an electrically conducting ESC. [16] Alternatively, devices without any mesoporous TiO 2 scaffold (planar, Figure 2c ) have also shown impressive photovoltaic performance (PCE ≈19-20%, but with hysteresis) [7d,17] where a compact layer (usually compact TiO 2 ) is employed to prevent a direct contact of perovskite or HSC with FTO. The PSCs without an ESC [18] and also an HSC [19] (Figure 2d ,e) have also been tested and shown significantly high PCE 14-16%. In addition, inverted solar cell configuration in which holes, instead of electrons, are collected at the FTO/ITO are also reported ( Figure 2f ) with PCE >18%. [20] In such devices, NiO and PEDOT:PSS are commonly utilized HSCs whereas a thin layer (<50 nm) of phenyl-C61-butyric acid methylester (PCBM) or other fullerene derivatives are employed as ESC.
As the PSCs are fabricated in a range of architectures, their photovoltaic performance over time and hysteresis in currentvoltage characteristics largely depend on the electrical and morphological properties of the selective contacts. For example, perovskite crystals' size and morphology have shown to largely depend on the nature of ESC/HSC-CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 interface and play a key role in the final PCE. [21] Furthermore, when it comes to the practical deployment of PSCs, it is not only their PCE but operational stability also determines the success of the technology for real-life application. In PSCs, ESC and HSC have shown significant impact on thermal, electrical, structural, UV-light and long-term operation stability thereby establishing its quintessence. [22] A notable report by Olthof and Meerholz [23] suggest that the nature of the interfacing material underneath perovskite not only determines energy levels (deviation from a common assumption of flat band conditions) but also can induce gap states and influence film formation. In the case of metal oxide, their catalytic nature induces a chemical reaction at the interface resulting in volatile byproducts, which are far lower when an organic selective contact is used.
The wide variety of PSCs' design architectures make the role of the interfaces ambiguous and raises questions such as does a mesoporous TiO 2 scaffold or compact layer (c-TiO 2 ) takes part in charge separation? What is the contribution of ESC/HSC towards charge dynamics (transfer/recombination) and open circuit voltage (V OC ) in the various device designs? This is particularly intriguing after the reports where SnO 2 , an MOS with a conduction band edge ≈300 mV lower than TiO 2 , [24] resulted in a similar V OC (≈1.1-1.2 V) [25] as of the latter, suggesting that, contrary to initial reports on the origin of the V OC to be E F -E RED , it is rather due to splitting of the quasi-Fermi energy level of electrons and holes in perovskite itself. Questions also arise that if efficient PSCs can be made ESC-or HSC-free, as they have shown PCEs of ≈16 and 14%, respectively, why is 3 or ZrO 2 ), c) no scaffold is employed and instead a thin compact hole blocking layer (<100 nm) is employed on FTO, d) no hole blocking layer is employed and perovskite is deposited directly on a surface modified FTO/ITO, e) the architecture without a HTM and holes are transported via perovskite itself. The design however employs a thin n-type hole blocking layer on FTO (but often it also employs a mesoporous layer), and f) and inverted device architecture where holes are collected on the FTO using a p-type carrier layer, typically NiO, whereas electrons are collected through metal back contact. In the architectures b-d), electrons are transported to FTO via perovskite.
Figure 2. J-V curves and impedance spectroscopy analysis of different PSCs with a without selective contacts. Complete cell (EPH) presents: (E) compact TiO 2 electron selecting contact; (P) MAPbI 3 Perovskite layer and (H) spiro-OMeTAD as hole selective contact. Following this notation EP samples has no hole selecting contact while P sample does not have any of the two selective contacts and perovskite layer is directly contacted by the extracting contacts FTO and Au. a) J-V curve, reverse scan. b) Impedance spectra of the different devices under 1 sun illumination at 0.1 V applied bias. c) Zoom of high frequency region in (b) , high and low frequency regions are indicated, solid lines are fitting curves obtained by the use of equivalent circuits detailed in Ref. [35, 36] d) Series resistance, e) high frequency feature resistance, dashed lines are eye guides. Red and dashed lines indicate the devices with and without a hole selective contact, respectively. Red and blue arrows indicate the increase in resistance observed when electron selective contact is added to PH and P samples respectively. f) Recombination resistance. [35] Reproduced with permission. [35] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society and reproduced with permission. [36] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
that most of the device architectures still require a mesoporous layer, or at least a flat n-type layer underneath perovskite along with an HSC? Furthermore, even if high efficiency PSCs can be made without a mesoporous scaffold, such as in the case of n-i-p (PCE ≈20.7%) or p-i-n (PCE ≈18.3%) planar PSCs, how stable are such devices and can they pave road to the commercial deployment of PSCs? Similarly, if selective contacts are crucial for long term stable operation of PSCs, which particular materials and morphology must be employed? In addition, how do the interfaces help eliminating the anomalous hysteresis in PSCs? The answers to such questions remain elusive despite the rapid increase in publication trends in PSCs. Comparisons of results from different labs do not always allow conclusions for two reasons: 1) Small changes in preparation conditions can influence largely the performance, so that results are not always easily reproduced and it is not clear, whether the cells have already fully been optimized or can be further improved, and 2) efficiency measurements largely vary as the measurement protocol for PSCs is quite different in different labs and reported values are often not stabilized efficiencies. Herein, we compare the two selective contacts, i.e., ESC and HSC in PSCs to address these important questions, conclude its essentiality for a practically deployable device, and provide guidelines for future research. We visualize that selection of the selective contacts will determine, to a great extent, elimination of the anomalous hysteresis, improving the charge dynamics at ESC-HSC/ perovskite interfaces, and most importantly upscaling of PSCs from a current laboratory scale to a commercially applicable level.
Selective Contacts and Charge Transport, Accumulation and Transfer/Recombination in Perovskite Films
The photovoltaic process requires two successive steps: photoinduced charge generation via light absorption, and charge separation as a second step in order to extract efficient electrical work from the photovoltaic device. [26] From a semiconductor point of view, the first step; i.e., light absorption excites electrons at the VB to the CB producing the splitting of Fermi level of these two bands, i.e., (E Fn − E Fp ) where E Fn and E Fp are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels in the perovskite film. This splitting represents the free energy that potentially can be used as work, and also the maximum V OC (obtained by dividing the Fermi level splitting by the elementary charge). However, this energy is not yet available to be employed as electrical work until the second step takes place; i.e., the charge separation, and it is where selective contacts and their corresponding interfaces with light absorbing material (perovskite) plays a fundamental role in determining the performance of a solar cell.
An ideal selective contact does not deteriorate the light absorbing layer and also does not induce degradation within the device. In addition, there are also no energy losses when photogenerated carriers are injected from the light absorbing material into the selective contact, no recombination at the interface, and the Fermi level of its corresponding carrier is maintained at the interface without any drop. As an ideal selective contact allows injection of only one kind of carriers and there are no recombination losses in the bulk of the selecting contact as just one type of carrier is present in the contact. Finally, an ideal selective contact has an infinite charge mobility, producing no transport losses. It must also be balanced with respect to perovskite layer as otherwise it would lead to charge accumulation at selective contact and interfacial charge recombination thereby. Any modification of this ideal scenario will have a deleterious effect on the cell performance so that the achievable power is less that the Fermi level splitting (E Fn − E Fp ). If factors related to the reactivity and chemical stability are not taken into account, the non-ideality of a selective contact can arise from: i) interface recombination, ii) charge injection losses and iii) charge transport losses.
The density of photogenerated free-charge carriers in a PSC is expressed as: [13b,27] n t t k n k n k n ( ) ( )
Herein, k 1 , k 2 , k 3 are the monomolecular (trap-assisted), bimolecular (interfacial), and Auger recombination rate constants. For a perovskite device, the dominant recombination is first and second order only. Being a wide bandgap material, the Auger recombination process is negligible (the rate constant for Auger recombination at 1 sun is negligible). It is also reported that, typically, for efficient devices with highly crystalline perovskite films, the electron-hole recombination within the perovskite film is negligible. [28] The dominant bimolecular recombination in perovskite films arises from (i) morphological and structural defects within the perovskite film due to lattice mismatch and thermal vibrations, [29] (ii) the arguably imbalanced charge transport in the perovskite film arising from shorter electron diffusion length than the holes [30] (iii) the energy offset between perovskite and selective contacts, [7d,31] (iv) the subbandgap states and surface defects of the selective contacts such as TiO 2 or ZnO (ESC) or NiO (HSC), [32] and (v) the poor physical contact between perovskite and metal back contact [33] (in the case of HSC-free architectures).
So far, these various recombination processes are not fully understood in the case of PSCs despite their intensive research reports since 2012 and impressive PCE >22% till date. Understanding and characterization of these interfacial processes are therefore mandatory not only to further develop this photovoltaic technology but also for the development of other optoelectronic devices based on the halide perovskites. Towards this end, impedance and transient absorption spectroscopies can provide insights on the role of contacts and their respective interfaces in the performance of PSCs, and in this section, we use it to emphasize the contribution of contacts and interfaces in PSCs. Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a characterization method in the frequency domain that allows decoupling processes associated with different characteristic time domains and has been used to characterize PSCs since very early stages of their research. [34] Despite the fact that till date there is no general model to describe the impedance spectra of PSCs in the complete frequency range and for all the different device configurations, IS can still provide useful implications about interfacial charge kinetics. Figure 2a shows the J-V curves of PSC prepared with and without one or both selective contacts. [35] Complete PSC with an extended and standard configuration have been prepared by the successive deposition of thin film layer on top of glass/FTO transparent contact in order to form a complete device: glass/ FTO/compact TiO 2 /CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD/ Au, denoted as EPH as it contains compact TiO 2 ESC (E), perovskite light absorbing layer (P) and spiro-OMeTAD HSC (H). In addition, devices without HSC (EP sample), without ESC (PH sample) or without both (P sample) have been also analyzed. From Figure 2a it can be clearly observed that removing of a selective contact has deleterious effect on cell performance. PSCs with high efficiency have been reported for devices without ESC or HSC, as it is reviewed in Section 5, nevertheless, the maximum reported efficiency for those configurations has always been well below compared to the devices employing both selective contacts. IS was employed to analyze the effect of selective contact. [35] Figure 2b ,c show the impedance pattern of the analyzed samples under 1 sun illumination at 0.1 V applied voltage. A rich pattern can be appreciated, basically formed by two arcs at high and low frequencies. IS pattern has been fitted using equivalent circuits discussed in Ref. [35, 36] (solid curves in Figure 2b ,c). Three characteristic resistances can be extracted upon fitting. The diameter of the high frequency feature defines a resistance, R sc , corresponding to the selective contacts, while the diameter of the low frequency feature is related to the recombination resistance, R rec . In addition the real part of the impedance where high frequency feature starts indicate the series resistance, R s , of the device due to the extracting contacts and wiring. Figure 2d depicts R s for the four devices analyzed in this study. High series resistance (R S ) can be noted for devices without HSC suggesting a contact resistance (R CON ) between perovskite and Au that disappears when spiro-OMeTAD is added and points out a first beneficial effect of including selective layer in order to couple efficiently the perovskite absorbing layer with the extracting contacts. R sc is also affected significantly by the presence of extracting contacts as shown in the- Figure 2e . The slope of R sc vs V depends on the presence of HSC, lower in the presence of selective contact, as displayed in the blue and the red dashed lines for devices with and without HSC in Figure 2e . This fact indicates that hole transport resistance along the HSC is contributing to R sc . Moreover, electron transport resistance along ESC is also contributing to R sc , as it is observed from the upwards shift of the devices containing ESC with respect to their counterparts without it (see red and blue arrows in Figure 2e ). Finally, the presence of selective contacts also affects the recombination rate as can be noted from the effect on R rec (Figure 2f ) because recombination resistance is inversely proportional to the recombination rate. [37] Note that the highest R rec , i.e., the lowest recombination rate, is observed for the complete device EPH, while removing any of the selective contacts imply an increase of recombination. The variation is significant if the interfacing material being removed is the HSC.
It is evident that the primary role of a selective contact is to reduce the interfacial recombination between perovskite light absorbing layer and the FTO and Au extracting contacts. However, their use adds a deleterious effect due to the carrier transport resistance and affects cell parameters particularly, the FF. Consequently, a good selective contact has to be as thin as possible in order to reduce the transport resistance but thick enough to avoid pinholes, hindering effectively charge recombination.
Obviously the goodness of an interfacing material for an efficient electron transport in PSC will depend on the nature and interactions of the chosen selecting contact with the light absorbing perovskite layer. We therefore analyze, in the next sections, the effect of a wide variety of selecting contacts. As an example, Figure 3a shows J-V curves of PSCs prepared following a similar procedure but using different ESCs. [36] The different ESCs have been prepared by ALD while the materials and deposition conditions for the rest of the layers were kept constant. This simple change results in large variation in the PV performance of the devices; from 17% for SnO 2 ESC to nearly zero (0.20%) for Nb 2 O 5 , passing through an intermediate value for the TiO 2 . Again IS provides important clues on the origin of this difference, see Figure 3b . While for SnO 2 , merely two arcs are observed in the impedance spectra, an intermediate arc is observed for Nb 2 O 5 based devices, introducing an additional resistance, probably related with an interfacial process between Nb 2 O 5 and perovskite. This assumption is reinforced by the observation of an inductive loop at intermediate frequencies when SnO 2 is used as ESC, see inset in Figure 3b . This loop behavior has been previously observed in solar cells and LEDs and it has been attributed to complex multistep injection processes. [39] Consequently, injection processes at the interfaces are also significantly important. However the presence of an interfacial electrostatic potential with a retarded time response, that we discus below, has probably an important role on the apparition of this feature.
The relationship of this inductive loop with interfacial process has been very recently demonstrated using unconventional scaffold forcing the photogenerated electrons to follow multistep perovskite/TiO 2 injection processes until they are extracted. [38] The use of a scaffold formed by successive thin layers of low porosity (≈5%) TiO 2 and mesoporous SiO 2 (≈40% porosity) makes that photogenerated electrons in the perovskite have two parallel paths in order to arrive to the electron extracting contact, percolating trough the perovskite present in the low porosity TiO 2 and being injected in TiO 2 and reinjected back into the perovskite. Note that injected electrons into TiO 2 cannot recombine, as there are no holes present in TiO 2 . The low porosity of TiO 2 increases the weight of the second path in the transport of electrons until the extracting contact and consequently the fingerprint of the interfacial processes at Perovskite/TiO 2 is magnified. Exaggerated inductive loops are clearly observed in these samples, see Figure 3c , indicating a clear relation of this feature and interfacial processes. This loop is clearly observed even at short circuit conditions, see Figure 4d . The future determination of physical processes producing this loop will undoubtedly help in the characterization of interfacial processes in PSCs. At this point it is important to highlight that this feature is not linked to bad performing devices, as loops have been observed in PSCs demonstrating PCE 18%. Consequently, this feature is related to a general process on PSCs and it cannot be considered just an exotic element.
Nevertheless, inductive loops is not the unique "surprise" that the analysis of impedance spectra of perovskite solar cells has provided. One of the strongest points of the IS analysis is the possibility to characterize the capacitive effects, and an accurate analysis of capacitance could allow to unambiguously link the IS features with well-determined physical processes. Probably the most surprising aspect of the IS of PSCs is the observation of 3-4 orders of magnitude increase in capacitance for the measurements in dark conditions and at 1 sun illumination(at low frequency), see Figure 4a . This enormous variation has not been observed in any other photovoltaic material, for example, crystalline silicon exhibits an increment of low frequency characterization in just a factor 2-3. Zarazua et al. [40] have explained this capacitance as an accumulation capacitance due to the accumulation of hole majority carriers at the perovskite/TiO 2 interface. They observed that at open circuit conditions this capacitance is not dependent of the perovskite thickness, pointing to an interfacial effect, while at different Figure 3 . a) J-V curves of PSCs with different electron selective contacts, b) impedance spectra of the high frequency region for the same devices measured under 1 sun conditions and without an applied bias, inset shows an enlarged view of an inductive loop element observed in the spectra of the sample using SnO 2 as ESC. Reproduced with permission. [36] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. c) and d) Nyquist plots under 1 sun illumination with an applied DC bias (V appl ) of 0.7 and 0 V respectively. The PSC measured has an unconventional scaffold deposited on top of TiO 2 electron selecting contact formed by the sequential deposition of SiO 2 and TiO 2 mesoporous layers. [38] Concretely for the samples characterized in (c) and (d), the scaffold on top of conducting FTO is formed by sequential deposition of TiO 2 /SiO 2 / TiO 2 /SiO 2 / TiO 2 /SiO 2 / TiO 2 . Reproduced with permission. [38] Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. . a) Bode plot of dielectric constant for PSCs with standard TiO 2 and spiro-OMeTAD as ESC and HSC, respectively, at different light illumination. Note that the capacitance is linearly related with the dielectric constant. Inset: Dielectric constant (capacitance) is linearly related with light intensity. Reproduced with permission. [44] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. b) Band diagram of perovskite and TiO 2 ESC in equilibrium under dark conditions. E C , E V and E F represent the position of Conduction Band, Valence Band and equilibrium Fermi Level respectively. c) Illumination produces the Fermi level splitting producing a built-in potential, E Fn and E Fp represent the electron and hole quasi Fermi level respectively. d) Slow photoinduced ion migration produces an accumulation region at the interface and the apparition of an electrostatic potential. e) After long illumination time steady state is attained and V elec and accumulation region fully developed. Adapted with permission. [45] Copyright 2014, Elsevier.
light intensities it follows the expected behavior for an accumulation capacitance. More recently Contreras et al. [41] observed the same behavior by impedance spectroscopy whereas, Bergmann et al. [42] detected charge accumulation at the ESC by Kelvin probe force microscopy. Furthermore, in a recent report, Chen et al. [43] observed a band bending with majority hole accumulation at perovskite interface confirming the accumulation capacitance interpretation. This accumulation capacitance is an electronic phenomenon; however, it is strongly influenced by the presence of mobile ions in halide perovskite materials. This effect has been recently highlighted by Gottesman et al. [45] analyzing the open circuit voltage decay in perovskite solar cells and employing theoretical simulations. In equilibrium under dark condition TiO 2 , perovskite and consequently their interface presents a common flat Fermi level, see Figure 4b . When light is switched on, carrier photogeneration produces rapidly a Fermi level splitting with the formation of a built-in potential, see Figure 4c . However this is not the only effect produced by light illumination. De Quilettes at al. [46] have reported a photo-induced halide redistribution in perovskite films. This is a slow process that requires relatively long times, even seconds time scales, in order to attain the steady state, see Figure 4d ,e. As a consequence the hole charge accumulation at the ESC interface is ruled by the slow dynamics of ion migration. The ion redistribution at the interface produces an electrostatic potential, see Figure 4d ,e. The formation of the V elec has been confirmed by the analysis of the open circuit voltage decay with different pre-light soaking times. With no light soaking, a fast decay is observed. However when measurements are made after few minutes of light soaking, a slow Voc decay is observed for longer times, as in this conditions ions have had enough time to migrate and form V elec , and removing this potential requires again the slow migration of these ions, producing a slower Voc decay. [45] The presence of this accumulation capacitance mediated by ion migration has enormous implication on OSC performance. On one hand, V elec , increases the Fermi level splitting which has important implications for open circuit potential as we discuss in the next section. On the other hand, majority accumulation at the interface indicates higher majority density and consequently higher recombination at the interface as recombination is directly proportional to charge density. In this sense, recombination at the interface is the dominant carrier recombination process in PSCs. [40b] Injection, accumulation and recombination, are not the only ways in which a selective contact can affect the cell performance. As it has been discussed previously that the charge transport along the selective contacts also influences the cell performance. Figure 5a shows the impedance patterns of samples using SnO 2 ESC with different thickness. As the thickness of the ESC increases the diameter of high frequency pattern augment consistently with an increase in the electron transport resistance at the ESC. The highest efficiency (16.9%) has been observed for 15 nm thick ESC, probably for a thinner layer of 5 nm (13.3%) the selective contact is too thin to block completely the interfacial recombination, while in the case of a thicker layer ≈100 nm ESC (10.2%), the transport resistance at the selective contact reduces the FF (not shown here) and the final performance. [36] Unfortunately, single feature in PSCs are not due to just a single process but are affected by multiple processes within similar characteristic time scale. For example, Figure 5b shows the impedance spectra of the high frequency region for symmetric devices fabricated with perovskite pellets of different thickness and measured with no applied bias under dark conditions. The high frequency impedance feature is also affected by sample bulk properties as it becomes bigger with increasing the thickness of the perovskite pellets. These findings points out the difficulty to obtain a complete PSC IS model.
Similarly, ultrafast transient optical absorption spectroscopy is employed to directly evidence the role of selective contacts towards interfacial charge dynamics. [47] The efficiency of charge injection (A 2 /ΔA o at 25 ps, with ΔA o = 1 ps) is calculated from ratio of amplitude (A 2 ) with respect to the normalized amplitude (ΔA o ). This leads to A 2 /ΔA o 0.14 and 0.24 for Al 2 O 3 and TiO 2 without a HSC and 0.26 and 0.34, when impregnated with HSC, respectively ( Figure 6 ). In case of Al 2 O 3 -perovskite film (Al 2 O 3 is an insulating scaffold that does not take part in charge transport) the signal completely diminishes prior to reaching a nanoscale, whereas the carriers in TiO 2 -perovskite film are longer lived. Due to the absence of any HSCs, the diminishing of signal in the former is due to decay of carrier population due to recombination within the perovskite film, which upon interfacing with spiro-OMeTAD results in long living charge carriers. It also evidences electron injection from perovskite into TiO 2 . The most efficient charge extraction takes place when both selective contacts, i.e., TiO 2 and spiro-OMeTAD are present. Alternatively, charge recombination dynamics, probed via nanosecond transient optical absorption spectroscopy revealed Figure 5 . a) Impedance spectra of the high frequency region for samples using different thickness SnO 2 as ESC, measured under 1 sun conditions and no applied bias. b) Impedance spectra of the high frequency region for symmetric devices fabricated with perovskite pellets with different thickness and measured under dark conditions and no applied bias. Reproduced with permission. [36] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society.
≈6-7 times faster recombination for Al 2 O 3 than TiO 2 (Al 2 O 3 ≈15 μs, TiO 2 ≈99 μs).
These spectroscopy experiments emphasize that although the superior charge mobility, optical absorption, density of traps, and energetics provides a platform to build high efficiency PV device, screening of rightful selective contacts (such as TiO 2 , SnO 2 etc.; Al 2 O 3 is only a scaffold) is ineludible. Excellent performing contacts will minimize the interfacial recombination and interfacial charge transfer resistance while not introducing significant carrier transport resistance. An appropriated balance of these characteristics will determine the most efficient contact and interfaces for PSCs.
Selective Contacts and Open Circuit Voltage in Perovskite Solar Cells
PSCs have surpassed the performance of other solution deposition solar cell technologies mainly due to the outstanding V OC obtained which accounts for a voltage loss (EG-q V OC ) of <0.4 V in state-of-the-art devices (See Table 1 ). The interfacial effects are crucial in order to further push up the photovoltage. The maximum attainable photovoltage is determined by the Fermi level splitting in the perovskite layer V OC,max = (1/q)(E Fn − E Fp ) where E Fn and E Fp are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels in the perovskite film. As we have described in the previous section charge accumulation at interfaces produces an interfacial electrostatic potential that contributes to the Fermi level splitting and eventually increases the V OC , see Figure 4d ,e. [45] Herein, the unique accumulation properties of halide perovskite due to the ion migration are reflected in the high V OC of PSCs. Note that V OC , max already takes into account the bulk recombination in the perovskite layer affecting the Fermi level splitting. Considering an almost negligible non-radiative recombination, V OC , max is calculated to be ≈1.33 V for MAPbI 3 . [48] Although in a first analysis it could be considered that interfaces do not influence the bulk recombination, it is not the case in PSCs as the substrate and its interface plays an important role on the growth process of perovskite layer affecting the microstructure and defect states in bulk perovskite, and eventually the V OC . [49] Climent-Pascual et al. [50] have shown that the substrate influences not only the grain size or preferential orientation of the perovskite layer but the lattice parameters, emission properties and degradation pathways, probably as different substrates induce different majority defects in the layers. After this first consideration, if an ideal selective contacts were used, V OC , max would be the final PSCs photovoltage. However, in a device under operation, there are multiple ways in which selective contacts produces a reduction of V OC with respect to its maximum possible value (see Figure 7) . Table 1 compares various stateof-the-art V OC reports for PSCs. Although, MAPbBr 3 demonstrated higher V OC 1.3-1.6 V (owing to its bandgap, E g ≈2.3 eV) than MAPbI 3 based PSCs (V OC up to 1.2 V, E g ≈1.6 eV), the goodness of a PV device requires an account of the voltage loss and not just the obtained V OC . The EG-q V OC is ≈0.7 eV for the former and ≈0.4 eV for the latter (a lower EG-q V OC is preferred). This leads to an excellent V OC /E g ≈0.75 in the case of MAPbI 3 despite the polycrystalline nature of perovskite films which is comparable to silicon (0.8), and much higher than organic solar cells (0.55). [51] Selective contacts can directly influence the V OC by the presence of surface defects/traps producing an interfacial recombination. This explains the large deviancy in the V OC values for TiO 2 (from 0.6-1.1 V, see Table 1 and 3), a material well known for mid-bandgap traps. Furthermore, appropriate ESC and HSC significantly reduce interfacial recombination. [35] For example, in a comparative study of MAPBI 3 perovskite films deposited on top of TiO 2 with and without a HSC (spiro-OMeTD), the former showed 0.25 V higher V OC than the latter. [48] Energetics of the selective contacts also influence the V OC . For example, regarding the dependency of V OC on HSC HOMO level (or LUMO of the ESC), it showed ≈0.45 V increment (from 1.05 to 1.51 V) when P3HT (E HUMO = −5.0 eV) is replaced with PIF8-TAA (E HUMO = −5.51 eV). [52] However, band alignment is not the most determinant factor limiting the V OC . This is the reason of higher V OC in SnO 2 than TiO 2 , [25b] a material with ≈300 meV lower CB edge than TiO 2 , yet with higher electron mobility and lesser surface defects than TiO 2 , [24b] making the V OC of the former overcome that of the latter despite a priori worst level alignment. Similarly, the V OC is also influenced by the selectivity of contacts [53] which is largely determined by the energetics of the contacts, including band alignment and surface dipoles.
Furthermore, transport properties of selecting contacts can also affect V OC as high transport resistance at the selective contacts produce a voltage drop. For example, PCBTDPP showed 0.66 V higher V OC than a reference P3HT based device [54] which could be attributed in part to its deeper E HOMO , which is only 0.2 eV deeper than P3HT, and thereby would not account for the complete gain in V OC . PCBTDPP presents ≈70 times higher hole mobility of than P3HT (0.02 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ). [55] Again, one must consider that a deeper E HUMO does not always guarantee a higher V OC . For example, in a comparative study, [56] PSCs made using PCBM (HOMO = −6.1 eV) showed 0.24 V lesser V OC than PDI (HOMO = −5.8 eV). This is because of the two orders of magnitude lower mobility of PCBM (10 −2 -10 −3 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) than PDI (≈2.1 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ). Therefore, to obtain high V OC a high charge mobility as well as suitable energy level alignment and low surface recombination are equally crucial. The same would be applicable for ESC too where selectivity of ESC and its energetics would contribute to the V OC . For example, ICBA demonstrated higher V OC (1.50 V) than PCBM (1.33 V) despite its lower electron mobility (0.0069 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) than the latter (0.061 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ). Here, the higher lying LUMO level of ICBA facilitated better balancing of the electron quasi-Fermi level during device operation under illumination which might have created a higher built in potential across the device. [57] An intriguing aspect regarding the V OC is the role of the interfaces in radiative/non-radiative recombination ratio. Although, for a given device, it is hard to strictly quantify the V OC limits from each, some initial important reports [48,53a,57,58] suggest that the nature of interfacing materials contribute significantly to it. Two key experiments are: (i) a comparison of NiO and PEDOT:PSS as a selective contact in a planar configuration, [58] and (ii) and a comparison [48] of TiO 2 and Al 2 O 3 . It is noteworthy that that the non-radiative losses (arising from defects in the perovskite bulk and /or interfacial traps/defects) equal to the difference radiative losses and the V OC , and are experimentally obtained as [59] kT
From this equation, and from electroluminescence efficiency (EQE EL ) Hou et al. [58] and Tress et al. [48] calculated the contribution from non-radiative losses primarily originating from the selective contact. The former reported ΔV OC ≈0.39 V for PEDOT:PSS-perovskite (V OC 0.92 V), and ≈0.22 V for NiO-perovskite (V OC 1.08 V) whereas the V OC,rad was ≈1.30-1.31 V, respectively, for the both configurations. For a detailed overview on the origin of the V OC , we refer to the work of Tress W. [59] 
Hysteresis in PSCs -Role of Interfaces
The hybrid perovskites show exceptional optoelectronic properties so as to be incorporated in new kind of devices with efficient architectures. However, the observations of particular phenomena as J-V curve hysteresis, and switchable response by voltage pretreatment, [7c,66] point to the fact that mechanism÷nderlying PSCs performance are still only partially understood. Particularly intriguing is the scan-rate dependent hysteresis in the J-V curves that result in an overestimation of the photovoltaic performance when current is measured from forward-to-reverse bias sweep direction. If voltage is swept oppositely one finds lower performances, mainly through reduction in the FF as shown in Figure 8 . Hysteresis has been related to a number of different explanations, as ferroelectric properties of the perovskite materials, [67] delayed electronic trapping processes, [68] slow ion migration, [34a,66d,69] or interfacial capacitive effect. [70] The ions/vacancies are reported to dope perovskite, make it p-/n-doped, respectively, and eventually create a built-in potential within the film and create p-i-n or n-i-p junction in the device. [66a,71] The temperature dependent poling phenomena [72] is reported to initiate once the device is exposed to illumination (a low built-in potential and the charges remain at equilibrium); however, the effect of a bias breaks the equilibrium and the ions/vacancies experience a drift towards back contact. Such a behavior often results in increase in V OC under illumination that saturates after some initial light-soaking time (due to a balance between drift and diffusion of ions/vacancies). [71] Because the performance of PSCs is heavily affected by voltage scan rate and preconditioning procedures [44, 68, 73] concerns about device stability and reliability have appeared. As a consequence recommendations were also provided so as to show photovoltaic behavior without masking the detrimental hysteresis effect. [74] It is widely observed that hysteresis is more apparent in planar architectures of regular deposition sequence (ITO/cTiO 2 /perovskite/spiro-OMeTAD/Au), [7c] in opposition to devices comprising a mesoscopic TiO 2 layer which exhibit reduced hysteretic effect. [75] The degree of hysteresis is however highly dependent on the perovskite preparation route, type and deposition method of interfaces, and specific testing conditions. [76] It is widely recognized that operation modes of PSCs greatly depend on the structure and composition of the cathode contact. Several researchers have shown a significant hysteresis reduction in planar PSCs when MOS ESCs at cathode contacts are modified. The incorporation of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of C 60 on the planar TiO 2 film acting as electron collector was demonstrated to change dramatically the operation characteristic of CH 3 NH3PbI 3−x Cl x PSCs, and reduces hysteresis effects. [32c] It is believed that the fullerene derivative-SAM inhibits the formation of trap states at the TiO 2 /perovskite interface, blocking as a consequence recombination paths. Modifying TiO 2 interface by fullerene post treatment has improved solar cell operation. [77] An alternative way aimed at reducing the hysteresis effect is the treatment of TiO 2 layer with Li. [78] Li-treated TiO 2 matrix is formed by spin Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (Li-TFSI)/acetonitrile solution on the untreated mesoscopic TiO 2 . It is shown that J-V hysteresis is further reduced by suppression of surface traps in comparison to bare mesoporous TiO 2 -based PSCs. Similarly, incorporation of Zr into TiO 2 also demonstrated reduced hysteresis compared to a bare analogue due to interface modification and passivation of defect sites. [79] Inverted planar architectures in which the cathode contact is deposited on top of the layer stack, replicating the OPVs, have exhibited significant or total hysteresis suppression (Figure 9 ), pointing to the important role of interfaces in this effect. For instance, devices comprising poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) as anode contact and thin PCBM (20 nm)/C 60 (20 nm) films as ESC showed improved operating characteristics. [68] Again, the reduction in hysteresis was connected to the PCBM-induced passivation of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 interfacial traps. Incorporation of LiF on PCBM also produced beneficial outcomes in terms of hysteresis reduction and photocurrent increment. [80] Very recently it has been observed that a reduction in hysteresis occurs not only by cathode layer engineering but also by deposition of hybrid PCBM/perovskite absorbers between planar TiO 2 and spiro-OMeTAD transporting layers. [22c] This would suggest that hysteresis is largely related to the characteristics of selective contacts, as also depicted in Figure 9 , which compares hysteresis profile of various best performing devices from all six device architectures of PSCs and also those built on flexible substrates. Suppression of the J-V hysteresis observed with inverted structures comprising fullerene molecules as cathode interlayers at varying scan rates is usually checked at room temperature. This opens the question of the kinetic origin for the hysteresis reduction. If the time scale underlying the hysteresis is greater than the time window defined by the scan rate, J-V distortion is expected to be invisible. By cooling CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 solar cells with top cathode containing fullerenes below room temperature significant hysteresis does appear where the thermally activated kinetic processes have been slowed down. [81] Slower relaxation of hysteretic processes seems to be behind J-V curve insensitivity on scan direction at higher temperatures/rates. [82] Recently a distinction between capacitive and non-capacitive hysteretic currents has been made. [83] The former being related to the charge, both ionic and electronic, accumulation ability of the TiO2/perovskite interface without any influence on the steady-state operation.
Non-capacitive hysteresis is observable in all kind of architectures being more prominent in inverted architectures, including organic compounds as bottom hole selective layers and fullerene materials as top contact, with larger distortions caused by the inherent reactivity of contact materials and absorber perovskites. [83] While capacitive hysteresis gives rise to reversible variations of the J-V curves that enlarge with the scan rate, non-capacitive hysteresis yields pronounced distortions of Figure 9 . PCE and hysteresis measured for most successful PSCs in all six architectures and also the flexible PSCs (a total of 132). A device with relative variation ≤5% in PCE is only considered to be hysteresis-free. Detail PVs parameters (including J SC , V OC , FF), details on material components (ESC, HSC, perovskite), and reference of each corresponding PSC will be explained in Table 2 of the manuscript.
the operation currents at slow time scale. [84] Importantly, noncapacitive hysteresis behaves in the opposite way (positive current contributions for reverse sweep directions) in comparison to capacitive contributions. [83] Irreversible chemical interactions at the perovskite/contact interfaces in relation to aging processes have been proposed to account for noncapacitive hysteresis, [85] along with strong electrical field enhancement by dipole layers in the vicinity of the contacts. [86] Recent reports reinforce the previously discussed explanation of hysteretic phenomena in terms of mechanisms occurring at the outer interfaces of the perovskite solar cells. [87] 
Interface Engineering and Device Designs in PSCs
Research in interface engineering can be classified into two categories: (i) interface engineering via screening alternative selective contact materials or their various morphologies, and (ii) surface modification of selective contact (mostly TiO 2 and ZnO) to alter the charge carrier dynamics -both to influence stability, working mechanism, improving charge kinetics and hysteresis in PSCs. Owing to the crucial role the interfaces (or the interfacing materials) play for PSCs, a rise in dedicated research activities can also be observed for them (see Figure 10 ) in a similar fashion to that of the PSCs. For example, the conventionally employed TiO 2 or ZnO, well-known for their inferior electronic transport and surface defects, respectively, are replaced with high mobility SnO 2 or their doped counterparts and various binary oxides such as BaSnO 2 , Zn 2 SnO 4 , and SrTiO 3 . Similar, high performance (PCE 18-19%) and stability of few hundreds of hours in planar architectures of PSCs, which often demonstrates reduced trap-assisted non-radiative recombination, is also noticed owing to the judicious selection of interfacing materials. For example, inverted PSCs (p-i-n) are known for unstable performance due to the presence of organic selective contacts (PEDOT:PSS and PCBM). Replacement of organic HSC (PEDOT:PSS) by an inorganic counterpart (NiO) and PCBM by inorganic TiO 2 or ZnO has shown that the device could retain >90% of initial PCE after 60 days of testing at ambient. [88] Similarly, surface modification of ESC (TiO 2 ) has also improved UV-photo stability of the devices [22b] and also restricted degradation of perovskite at the ESC-perovskite interface, [22a,39,89,126] as will be discussed in the stability section of this article.
Nanostructured Scaffolds for Perovskite Solar Cells
Typically, the state-of-the-art efficiency (20-22%) is obtained for devices with TiO 2 scaffold (see Table 3 and Figure 11 ), although recently a first planar PSC with PCE >20% is also demonstrated. [17] Despite the fact that the origin of this effect is not fully understood, Anaya et al. [38] suggested that the mesoporous scaffold could hinder ion migration producing lower majority carrier accumulation at the interface and consequently a lower recombination thereby. A more clear interpretation of the advantageous effects of the scaffold can be understood in the case of lead-free perovskites. Given the diffusion length (L D ) of perovskite is shorter for such perovskites than the light absorption length, scaffold helps in the photocarrier collection. For example, no photocurrent is measured in planar ASnX 3 PSCs whereas the mesoporous rivals showed high J SC (15-21 mA cm −2 ). [90] Ever since the first report on PSCs, TiO 2 nanoparticles (NPs) scaffold has been a successful material of choice and the highest PCE ≈20-22.2% in PSCs is achieved using the them in conjunction with optimized perovskite, i.e., combining formamidinium (FA) and methyl ammonium (MA) as inorganic cations [14a] and I and Br as anions, and using molecularly engineered HSC. [14b] For example, a high PCE ≈20.8% is obtained using mixed perovskite containing MA and FA and also I and Br over TiO 2 scaffold whereas the device reporting PCE 21.1% utilized a perovskite with triple cation (MA/FA/Cs) ( Table 3) . They key reason behind the success of TiO 2 NPs is the intensive research being carried out to develop high quality pastes that provide a porous architecture ultimately providing a desired scaffold for perovskite crystals.
Despite the fact that the TiO 2 NPs are the champion material, they offer various challenges for a commercial deployment of PSCs that would require efficient, stable and cost-effective material constituents. The key problems associated with TiO 2 NPs are their susceptibility to UV light, [40] its low electron mobility (μ e <0.1 cm
) [60, 91] their sub-bandgap trap states that hinders charge collection, and their surface defects that are reported to act as a humidity trap and also known to form a reactive interface to perovskite making it vulnerable to degradation. [22a,89] Also, TiO 2 layer require sintering at high temperature (≈450 °C) [9d,92] which is not compatible with rollto-roll production. This brings into account the UV-stable SnO 2 [24b, 93] and low-temperature processable ZnO nanostructures [94] ; materials that offer higher electron mobility than TiO 2 . However, ZnO nanoparticles have not been a very successful choice in PSCs, particularly when employed as a mesoporous scaffold, resulting in a typical PCE 9-10.5%. [95] Despite the fact that ZnO films can be processed at temperature as low as ≈70 °C, [95b] they typically experience interfacial charge recombination, primarily due to presence of defect states in ZnO and a lower PCE thereby. The reasons for lower performance in ZnO based PSCs is also understood to be the decomposition of perovskite crystals when deposited on ZnO-NPs surface. An investigation of the CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystal growth on bare ZnO-NPs film shows that the presence of hydroxide groups and residual acetate ligands on the surface of ZnO lead to deprotonation of perovskite crystals, [96] an issue which can partly be overcome via suitable doping [97] or via sintering the films at higher temperature [98] to remove defect states. Another remedy is to add a buffer layer such as PC 61 BM between ZnO and perovskite which has shown to effectively reduce charge recombination at ZnO-perovskite interface and improved PCE from ≈6.4% to ≈10.2%, [96] however the best performance of ZnO/bufferlayer PSCs is still reported in planar device architectures (PCE 15.9%) [99] that will be discussed in a subsequent section of planar PSCs. Nevertheless, the performance in ZnO based PSCs is improved by either employing pure (PCE ≈10-11%) [100] or doped one-dimensional nanorods (PCE ≈14.35%), [101] and their planar (PCE up to 15.7%) [102] or inverted planar device architectures (PCE ≈16.1%). [88] PSCs based on SnO 2 , unlike its ZnO counterparts, have shown great success with an average PCE as high as ≈16% (photocurrent density (J SC ) ≈22.8 mA cm −2 , open circuit voltage (V OC ) ≈1.11 V and fill factor (FF) ≈0.64) owing to their high electronic mobility. [25a] The highest performance using SnO 2 nanocrystals, till date, is achieved in inverted PSCs in conjunction with NiO as HSC (PCE 18.8%) which also showed remarkably stable performance for 30 days at high humidity conditions. [103] CdS quantum dots and Nb 2 O 5 are two other ESC materials employed in PSCs owing to their higher electronic conductivity and significantly higher CB and demonstrated PCE ≈11.2% [104] and 8.8%, respectively. [105] In addition, binary oxides such as SrTiO 3 , [106] BaSnO 3 and Zn 2 SnO 4 have been reported in PSCs. [106b] It is important to note that SrTiO 3 has nearly similar conduction band edge (CB) as that of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , i.e., −3.9 eV (vs vacuum) where electron injection might be an issue; and therefore, CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3−x Cl x with CB at ≈−3.8 eV (vs vacuum) is more favored for electron injection. Similarly, BaSnO 3 having a similar crystal structure as that of MAPbI 3 is employed in PSCs that demonstrated PCE 12.3%, higher than that of a reference device made using TiO 2 (PCE ≈11.1%). [107] However, the PSCs employing BaSnO 3 showed higher charge recombination at high bias voltage and also a very high hysteresis. Another successful material that offers high electron mobility (10-30 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ) [108] is Zn 2 SO 4 . Till date, the best performance in Zn 2 SO 4 PSCs is reported when a thin flat layer is deposited over flexible substrates (PET/ITO) via low temperature processing resulting in PCE ≈14.85%. [109] This high performance is achieved by developing a pin-hole free flat perovskite layer over a Zn 2 SO 4 flat film via spin coating at a temperature ≈100 °C which also makes it compatible with roll-to-roll processing.
Doped and Composite ESC Materials
Doping have been known as an effective method to modify electronic bands structure of MOS in organic solar cells [110] which routinely resulted in improved PV parameters, particularly, the V OC . [111] In mesoscopic PSCs, doping has shown to improve charge transport properties eventually overcoming the interfacial recombination and hysteresis and also have demonstrated an increase in the V OC in these device. [112] In such cases, the CB is tuned by suitably doping a metal ion, such as Y 3+ , Al 3+ , Nb 5+ , and Mg 2+ etc., into crystal lattice of MOS ESC (typically TiO 2 , ZnO or SnO 2 ). [112a,b,113] A crucial aspect during doping is to optimize the dopant concentration because addition of impurities induces strains in the TiO 2 crystal, which increases grain boundaries within the TiO 2 . Nb doping by Kim et al. [112d] showed that while 0.5% Nb doping in TiO 2 resulted in improved optical properties, a further increase in dopant concentration to 1 and 5% lowered the device performance. The 0.5% doping resulted in V OC as high as 990 mV, ≈40 mV higher than pure TiO 2 analogues, higher J SC and FF and demonstrated a final PCE ≈13.4% notably higher than pure TiO 2 (≈12.9%).
Doping has also shown to reduce charge recombination at MOS/perovskite interface by reducing the surface defects of the ESC and also played a role in improving perovskite crystallization behavior. In a report by Qin et al, [114] 0.5% Y 3+ doped TiO 2 although resulted in 15% improved J SC , surprisingly no change in the V OC is observed. Other possibilities to modify the ESC crystal structures are through incorporation of Nb 5+ and Ga 3+ or coating with a thin layer of an insulating oxide such as ZrO 2 or CaCO 3 , strategies that have demonstrated potential to alter electron injection dynamics by modifying the interface properties in DSCs. [115] The ESC-CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 interface is a possible recombination center which not only suppresses the FF in PSCs but often also results in inferior V OC . Herein, surface coating of scaffold layer is a remedy to avoid charge recombination. [116] For example, Han et al. [117] reported modification TiO 2 ESC in PSCs using an ultrathin MgO layer (1-2 nm) on TiO 2 NPs that extended carrier lifetime (τ n ). The V OC increased from ≈840 mV (PCE 11.4%) to ≈1000 mV (PCE 12.7%) when the MgO layer thickness is systematically increased. Despite the improvement in V OC the J SC decreased while increasing the insulating over-layer thickness beyond a critical threshold due to reduced electron injection owing to large bandgap of MgO monolayer (7.8 eV) compared to TiO 2 (3.2 eV). Similar strategy adopted in ZnO MOS, a material known for its surface defects [94a] and to decompose perovskite crystals during thermal annealing, [96] resulted in PCE ≈4.3% and ≈15.4% in ZnO/CdS NPs [164] and ZnO-NRs/TiO 2 -NP [118] core-shell architectures, respectively. The ZnO surface modification not only resulted in performance improvement due to improved light absorption, passivation of the notorious defect states, and improved charge injection efficiency from CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 to ESC, but also, more importantly, eliminated the perovskite degradation on its surface and reduced the anomalous hysteresis significantly. A similar progress is also shown in WO 3 -TiO 2 core-shell architectures resulted in ≈11.2% PCE where a highly porous WO 3 ESC is post-treated with a thin TiO 2 NP layer ( Figure 11 ). [119] 
One-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Electron Selective Contacts
The electron transport through a material strongly depends on its morphology; the transport is anisotropic for one-and three-dimensional nano-architectures such as wires, flowers and hierarchical structures. Available evidences suggest that charge separation and transport in PSCs take place within perovskite, perovskite-ESC and perovskite-HSC interfaces; therefore, morphology of the selective contacts are detrimental for the interfacial recombination and hence the PCE. [120] The diffusion lengths of electron and hole in hybrid perovskites are over ≈1 μm [121] with orders of magnitude higher electron mobility than materials used for ESC and HSC (Table 1) , which makes the charge recombination significant at the interfaces. This put stringent conditions, particularly on ESC, to be a material of high charge mobility and defect-free. Besides the inferior electronic mobility of the typically employed TiO 2 NPs, another crucial issue is their poor pore-filling due to labyrinthine mesoporous morphology which could be resolved by employing one-dimensional materials with more porous morphology such as nanotubes (NTs), nanowires (NWs), nanorods (NRs) or hierarchical structures (HS).
Alternative morphologies to NPs, which are known for inferior electronic transport and large grain boundary density, have been widely adopted to improve charge kinetics at the interfaces. Such morphologies improved charge collection in PSCs, particularly those made using ZnO. The state-of-the-art PCE of TiO 2 NP and 1D nanostructures is 21.2% (although 22.1% is published in NREL efficiency chart, the details of the device are not given) and 14%, respectively, whereas in ZnO these values are 15.7% and 16.1%, respectively (Table 3) , clearly demonstrating the beneficial effects in the latter in removing surface defect when employing 1D nanostructures. A detailed account of such various key-reports is listed in Table 3 . The first report on TiO 2 NRs PSCs was by Kim et al. [127] who employed highly crystalline NRs, a material that offers two orders of magnitude higher electron mobility than their NP counterparts, and reported a PCE ≈9.4% (J SC ≈15.6 mA cm −2 ). Surface passivation of the ESC interface (TiO 2 nanorods) by a thin TiO 2 layer grown via atomic layer deposition resulted in further improvement in PCE (13.45%), [128] which is also, to the best of our knowledge, the best PCE by a pure TiO 2 NR PSC. In addition to the pristine TiO 2 NRs, their doped analogues such as Mg-, Sn-and Nbdoped are also employed in PSCs resulting in PCE ≈4.17%, [112a] 7.5%, [112b] and 6.3%, [112c] respectively. In addition to TiO 2 NRs, ZnO NRs ESC (thickness ≈600 nm) have also demonstrated a PCE ≈14.35%, achieved in their surface modified architectures by over coating a thin TiO 2 layer (<10 nm). The efficiency is slightly lower in pure ZnO NRs (13.4%) prepared by magnetron sputtering (thickness <200 nm), [129] which is the best PCE in pure ZnO NRs. However, the best performance (≈16.1%) of ZnO NRs based PSCs is achieved in their nitrogen-doped nanostructures and also by optimizing its aspect ratio, enhancing electron density, and substantially reducing their work function than conventional ZnO NRs. [94b] The results showed that surface modification to overcome intrinsic defects sites on ZnO and their suitable doping have the potential to further improvement. These examples demonstrate that for an efficient selective contact, surface properties and energy level alignment with perovskite should also be taken into account besides its electrical properties. The nanorods are typically grown via a highly acidic synthesis route making is challenging for large scale fabrication. An acid free synthesis of TiO 2 NRs is also reported resulting in PCE ≈11.1%. [130] Furthermore, other morphologies such as nanocones (NCs) [131] synthesized using a green-method have also been employed as ESC resulting in PCE ≈11.9% (thickness >1 μm). These NCs provided additional advantages of superior charge collection and enhanced absorbance owing to the greater perovskite loading in their relatively wider voids than NRs (Figure 11 ). [132] The superior charge collection can be attributed to the fact that NCs provide larger surface to volume ratio compared to other 1D morphologies and thereby improve charge separation or the presence of electrostatic force that acts as a driving force for electrons collection within NCs with enhanced carrier lifetime (Figure 12) . [133] Nanowires (NWs) as an ESC material have also shown remarkable performance in PSCs leading to a maximum PCE ≈14.2% using a dendritic morphology (thickness ≈250 nm), [134] an improvement from initial ≈4.9% and ≈12.8%, using ≈1.5 μm thick TiO 2 NWs [135] and <500 nm thick TiO 2 NWs. [136] TiO 2 Nanotubes (NTs) have also been an ESC material of choice in PSCs owing to their directed electron transport and hollow morphology. [137] The state-of-the-art PCE 14.8% is reported by Qin et al. [137d] via efficient pore-filling of NTs. Future route to improve performance of NT based PSCs could be to employ SnO 2 NTs which offer high electronic mobility. [24a] Another strategy to engineer the ESC interface with 1D materials is to employ composite nanostructures which typically resulted in high PCE >14%. A surface treatment of low mobility MOS such as TiO 2 with a high mobility SnO 2 or an insulator such as MgO to remove surface traps or alternatively, reduction in surface defects of ZnO by TiO 2 thin layer has already been established with few successful architectures such as ZnO/CdS NR (≈4.3%), [138] SnO 2 NWs/TiO 2 shell (≈14.2%), [139] WO 3 /TiO 2 (≈11.2%), [119] MgO coated TiO 2 (≈15.3%) and core-shell ZnOTiO 2 (≈15.3%). [118] Three dimensional (3D) nanostructures are employed to simultaneously offer high surface area, improved light harvesting and also superior electron transport, [140] as evidenced by their inception in PSCs (PCE ≈9%). [141, 192] In a such report involving in inverse-opal like multifunction TiO 2 scaffold (≈200 nm) synthesized via a simple solution processing a PCE ≈13.1% is reported which is higher than a TiO 2 NP analogue Figure 12 . a,b) Electric potential contours of n-type nanorod and nanocone in a p-type matrix. Herein, for the electric potential created due to the p-n junction. For nanocones the electrostatic potential varies in both axial and radial directions whereas it remains constant for nanorods in axial direction. This potential variation creates an electric field in nanocones along the axial direction which acts as a driving force for electrons in nanocones eventually resulting in improved electronic transport. [131, 133] c) is a TEM image of a nanocone employed in PSCs whereas d) is a schematic of a full PSC fabricated using NCs, e,f) are I-V and IPCE spectra of two PSCs fabricated using NCs and NRs. [131] Reproduced with permission. [131] Copyright 2015 Elsevier Inc.
(≈11%). [142] These novel structures alleviated the deposition of a compact layer that is typically required to block holes reaching the FTO and thereby made the device fabrication easier. Other unconventional 3D morphologies employed are branched shaped M13-virus enabled ESC (PCE ≈7.5%) [140b] and 3D TiO 2 nanodendrites (PCE ≈13.2%).
[140a]
Bi-Layered Mesoporous Scaffolds
So far, the two important factors, such as low interfacial recombination at ESC/perovskite or FTO/ESC, have been achieved in separate materials or via cumbersome surface modification of MOS. ZnO although provide high electron mobility its energy offset with perovskite and its poor hole blocking characteristics hinder its further progress in PSCs. Similarly, TiO 2 , which has shown to effectively block holes reaching FTO and thereby achieving a remarkable progress in its mesoporous or planar architectures, still suffers from intrinsic lower electron mobility ( Table 2) . To overcome this issue and to develop an easy to fabricate ESC combining the two crucial parameters, Xu et al. [143] proposed a simple TiO 2 /ZnO bilayer architecture thereby combining good blocking behavior and electrical conductivity in a single ESC. The bilayer ESC resulted in PCE ≈17.2% with negligible hysteresis which is a significant improvement when compared to corresponding PSCs employing a single ESC (TiO 2 ≈10.2% and ZnO ≈13.2%). The bilayer not only demonstrated efficient charge extraction but also no dark current thereby establishing an efficient hole blocking behavior. A similar performance enhancement is also observed in inverted PSCs where a ZnO/PCBM bilayer ESC has shown remarkable PCE ≈14.2%, significantly higher than a pristine ZnO or PCBM counterpart. [144] 
Compact Layer to Avoid Interfacial Recombination
High performance PSCs typically employ a thin compact hole blocking layer (CL, <50 nm) underneath the mesoporous scaffold (200-300 nm) on conducting substrates to avoid a direct contact between HSC and transparent conductive oxide which may otherwise induce short circuit in the device eventually resulting in a low FF. The interfacial charge recombination may become even intense as perovskite layer itself act as a hole transporter [145] and a physical barrier between FTO and CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 is important. The function of CL is conceived to be hole blocking only, although there are arguments that it can also act as an ESC. [7a,146] Nevertheless, the compact layer has shown to significantly improve the performance of PSCs by minimizing charge recombination, particularly, in cases when the mesoporous TiO 2 layer or perovskite layer is characterized by nano size pinholes. [16, 147] A crucial aspect while preparing CL is optimizing its thickness as demonstrated by Hong et al. [148] and Wang et al. [149] Although it is reported that performance of PSCs increases with increasing CL thickness (from 0 to 90 nm) [149] because a thicker layer has lesser pinholes which suppress interfacial recombination, it increases transport resistance within the film. Nevertheless, an optimized selective contact thickness is crucial to efficient block shunting within the device and also not to increase electron transport resistance.
Planar Selective Contacts and Improved Charge Extraction at Interfaces
Planar heterojunction architecture of PSCs resembles thin film solar cells or polymer solar cells (OPVs) where an absorber layer is employed between flat electron and hole selective contacts, making it a planar heterojunction cell unlike mesoporous scaffolds based PSCs which are more like a bulk heterojunction device. [7a] The elimination of mesoporous TiO 2 scaffold is beneficial when commercial scale production is concerned as planar architecture eliminates two-step processing of the mesoporous layer, i.e., coating and subsequent high temperature sintering. This marks them as a preferred device design in PSCs, particularly after their high PCE report (19-20%, Table 3 ) [7d,17] which is closer to the state-of-the-art mesoporous architecture counterpart (22.1%). Although from a production related cost viewpoint the planar architecture seems to be adopted as the ultimate device design, it is rather challenging (at least at the moment) when the stability (next important parameter to efficiency) is taken into account. Whereas the mesoporous architecture delivered a certified efficiency 22%, the value, for a planar rival, is only 15.6% (certified). [51] However uncertified PCE >20% is recently reported. [17] Nonetheless, in the high efficiency planar vs mesoporous PSCs, a distinction is hard to draw, not only because the planar layers often resemble a TiO 2 (spherical) 10-90 [123] ≈10 −5 -10 −4 [124] 1 × 10 −7 , [91] TiO 2 (1-D) 2 order of magnitude higher than NPs [124] 2 order of magnitude higher than NPs
Spiro-OMeTAD --4 × 10 −5 , [125] P3HT ≈10 −4 -10 −3 , [126] Ref. [190] 
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thin nanoporous layer, but also, almost all high performing PSCs with mesoporous ESC also employ a compact (flat) thin layer underneath and a ≈200 nm thick capping layer on top of mesoporous-perovskite junction (a mixture of bulk heterojunction and planar configuration). [8a] The pre-requisites for high efficiency planar PSCs are (i) pinhole free thin selective contacts and (ii) high quality perovskite films to maximize light absorption, [150] minimize charge recombination and reduce defect densities at the ESC-perovskite interface. The fact that perovskite itself is characterized by ambipolar charge transport puts more stringent conditions on the selective contacts to block opposite charges (holes and electrons) reaching the substrate or metal contact, respectively. It would otherwise results in significant deterioration of device performance as shown by Liu et al. [151] Whereas an inhomogeneous perovskite layer (50-400 nm) with voids demonstrated inferior PCE (8.6%), a uniform, even, and pin-hole free perovskite layer by dual source evaporation demonstrated nearly doubled PCE (15.4%). The dual source evaporation process is not compatible with mass production as it is both time and energy consuming. This brings into account simple vapor assisted perovskite deposition (VASP) method to produce high quality perovskite films as shown by Chen et al. [152] (PCE 12.1%) and Li et al. [153] (PCE 16.8%). The latter also manifested remarkably low J-V-hysteresis, an anomalous typical behavior [66b,154] in planar PSCs. A further improvement in device performance is made by Zhou et al. [7d] where optimized selective contacts enabled efficient charge injection and extraction in addition to light absorption and carrier generation in perovskite layer. They employed a surface modified ITO with lower work function, Yttrium doped TiO 2 (Y-TiO 2 ) for efficient charge extraction and transport, and Co-and Li-co-doped spiro-OMeTAD and reported PCE ≈19.3% at 1 sun condition with nearly unity external quantum efficiency owing to extreme transparency offered by modified ESC and FTO interface. However, this particular device showed J-V-hysteresis.
The best performance in planar PSCs (PCE ≥ 20%) is recently reported by Momblona et al. [17] in a fully vacuum processed PSC and Anaraki et al. [25b] using SnO 2 as a selective contact (Table 3) . Herein, the perovskite layer was employed between fully organic ESC and HSCs, all prepared via vacuum processing, resulting in high quality films, as shown in Figure 14 . This important report highlights two key findings: Firstly, contrary to the general perception, that larger perovskite crystals favor high PCE, this reports employs small perovskite grains and yet demonstrate high PCE 18% (average, 20% in a champion device), suggesting that the nature of grain boundaries and defects within the perovskite layer are the primary performance determining factors. This affirms a previous report that the benign grain boundaries in perovskite films do not create sub-bandgap states. [155] Secondly, it compares p-i-n and n-i-p architecture, where exactly same materials (except metal back contact) shows large difference in performance (Figure 13) . This is because, in p-i-n architecture, HTM (employed in this study) forms poor contact at the front contact (ITO), whereas in n-i-p architecture, a good contact is formed as metal contact is thermally evaporated over HTM. Similarly, the PSCs made using SnO 2 (PCE 20.7%) [25b] as a selective contact resulted in one of the highest V OC 1.21 V (for CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 ), close to its thermodynamic limit [48,53b] [157] are also employed that resulted in remarkable PCE ≈15.7%, 18% and 15.2%, respectively. The efficiency of ZnO planar PSCs is further improved to 15.9% via modifying ZnO energy levels by introducing oxygen vacancies in which it resulted in improved electron extraction. [158] A similar performance rise is witnessed when suitable conduction band alignment to SnO 2 compact layer resulted in a remarkable PCE >18% with almost no I-V hysteresis. [156] Additionally, a bi-layer design where ZnO CL over TiO 2 suppressed interfacial recombination at ESC/perovskite interface and resulted in over 17% PCE. [143] Similarly, progress in flexible planar PSCs is also remarkable.
[9e] PCE 13.5% is reported in high quality TiO 2 compact layer prepared via e-beam at T < 80 °C. [159] The highest performance (PCE 15.6%) in flexible planar PSCs is however achieved using a thin ZnO layer. [160] Figure 13. a) A cross-section view and schematics of a completed p-i-n solar cell (scale bar 200 nm), b) J-V curves for the n-i-p and p-i-n solar cells under standard test conditions (both device employ the same materials, just the order the changed), and c) PV performance as a function of time under ≈100 mW cm −2 illumination. Reproduced with permission. [17] Copyright 2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
Inverted Perovskite Solar Cells: Case for Organic and Inorganic Interfaces
Inverted PSCs, also called p-i-n type PSCs, employ a p-type organic or inorganic layer on conducting substrates to collect holes whereas electrons are collected from the back contact (Figure 1) . [161] These designs are particularly interesting as, contrary to their n-i-p rival, high quality selective contacts can be fabricated at low temperature and also they often do not show JV-hysteresis ( Figure 9 ).
The charge separation in these devices is conceived to be due to the presence of internal electric field at the perovskite and HSC or ESC interface, and the electrons are injected to the LUMO of ESC, viz PC 61 BM whereas the holes are transferred to conducting substrate via HSC, i.e., PEDOT:PSS (donor-acceptor mechanism). This is validated by the steady state photoluminescence (PL) measurements by Sun et al. [162] who compared PL quenching of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 , CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 / PEDOT:PSS and CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 /PC 61 BM bilayers. The bilayers showed 3 and 4 times higher PL quenching respectively, compared to a perovskite layer itself validating the improved charged separation at bilayer interface. Surprisingly, unlike the ambipolar charge transport properties of perovskite, [163] and the reports that it can work with a single interface only, [18, 164] the devices in this report did not work with single interface probably due to the less efficacious perovskite/PEDOT:PSS interface compared to perovskite/ spiro-OMeTAD analogue and also due to energy mismatch between perovskite and back contact (Al) as shown in Figure 14b which hinders efficient exciton dissociation in the absence of PC 61 BM. This can also be confirmed from a plot of PL intensity versus temperature that the exciton binding energy is ≈20 meV, indicating that an electric field is still required for efficient exciton dissociation. The energy level difference between perovskite and ESC is ≈0.27 eV which is ≈10 times higher than the required energy for charge separation (Figure 14c) .
From an initial PCE ≈3.9% in their first report, [165] the p-i-n planar device now demonstrate a state-of-the-art PCE ≈18.8% (V OC ≈1.12 V, J SC ≈21.8 mA cm −2 , FF ≈77%) as shown in Table 3 . [103] The best performing device (FTO/NiO/MAPbI 3 / C 60 /SnO 2 /Ag) also showed a stable power output of 18.5%. Various reports employing PEDOT:PSS [166] or NiO x [88, 167] as HTL (see Figure 15 and Table 3 ) reported PCE >17% in PSCs with minor or no hysteresis making them one of the successful device designs so far, although there are concerns on their stability. The remarkable improvement in these devices has been due to improvement dense and pinhole free perovskite layers that enable complete light absorption as well as selection of charge selective contacts which are mostly adapted from polymer solar cells such as PEDOT:PSS and fullerene derivatives, i.e., PCBM.
Buffer Layers to Improve Interfacial Charge Collection
A typical problem in these devices is the poor contact formed between fullerene derivatives when conjugated directly with metal back contact. This brings into account additional buffer layers such as PFN (polyelectrolyte poly[(9,9-bis(3′- (N,N-dimethylamino) propyl)-2,7-fluorene)-alt-2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)]), BCP (bathocuproine), and LiF to improve Ohmic contact and eventually the charge transfer at the interface. [80, 165, 168] In such a report, You et al. [168] reported a moisture assisted perovskite growth to synthesize a thick absorber layer and showed a remarkable PCE ≈17.1%. A buffer layer of PFN is employed to support efficient charge extraction to back contact which enabled a FF as high as 0.80. [168] Other such works include a thin layer of MoO 3 in conjunction with PEDOT:PSS that resulted in PCE ≈15% by improving hole collection efficiency [169] and C in conjunction with CuSCN with C 60 + BCP as ESC that resulted in PCE >16.8%. [20b] The buffer layers are also employed at the ESC/perovskite or ESC/TCO interface. For example, fullerene derivatives (IC 60 BA, PC 61 BM, C 60 ) have also shown to enhance performance of PSCs when employed in conjunction with ESC (Bis-C 60 ), [170] a thin ZnO layer in conjunction with PCBM resulted in PCE ≈16.8% and also enhanced the stability of the device significantly. [171] In addition, thin buffer layers of MOS such as ZnO and TiO x are also employed in order to improve device operational stability. [172] 
Engineering of Selective Contacts: Manipulating Defects and Charge Dynamics
A major challenge to achieving high PV parameters in PSCs is the interfacial recombination, particularly, at the ESC-perovskite interface, primarily due to low mobility materials such as TiO 2 and ZnO and their surface defects. Thanks to the ambipolar charge transport in perovskite films which opened possibility of insulating oxide scaffolds such as Al 2 O 3 and ZrO 2 to be employed in PSCs (also called Meso-superstructured solar cells, MSSCs) and resulted in high PV parameters, especially, higher V OC . [7a,15,22b] Not only the insulating scaffolds helped in perovskite crystallization but also had dually advantageous effect on charge transport properties of the PSCs. In a comparative study of TiO 2 vs Al 2 O 3 based PSCs (TiO 2 ESC PCE ≈7.6%, V OC ≈0.8 V); Al 2 O 3 PSCs, PCE ≈10.9%, V OC ≈1.13 V) [7a] the latter showed effective charge transfer and longer carrier lifetime, as confirmed via photoinduced absorption (PIA) spectroscopy and small-perturbation transient photocurrent decay measurements (Figure 16 ) resulting in higher J SC and nearly 200 mV increased V OC in a similar device configuration. The ≈10 times faster lifetime in Al 2 O 3 based PSCs is due to the fact that electrons are carried by the perovskite layer itself, a material with several orders of higher electron mobility than TiO 2 , whereas the ≈200 mV higher V OC is due to the removal of sub-band gap states when TiO 2 is replaced with Al 2 O 3 . The higher V OC is due to the fact that, in TiO 2 , the structural disorderly induced sub-bandgap states that bring its Fermi level (E F ) much lower than its conduction band create charge storing capability. The TiO 2 ESC under illumination thereby acts store charges in it likewise a capacitor (which is called chemical potential) and limits the V OC .
The working mechanism of a MSSC is similar to that of a planar PSC where charges are transported via perovskite itself. This is because a perovskite layer is considered as an intrinsic semiconductor with sub-bandgap trap states (predominantly the positive under-coordinated Pb + or Pb 2+ species), the distribution and occupancy of which is largely influenced by the selective contact (or scaffold material) and its polarity. The negative charge on the Al 2 O 3 layer due to presence of aluminol groups fills up these trap states and brings the Fermi level closer to the conduction band. Hutter et al. [196] observed an order of magnitude higher trap density (6 × 10 16 cm −3 ) for planar CH 3 ), despite the much smaller crystal size of the latter. This evidences that the presence of insulating scaffold not only influence the crystal morphology but also, the electronic properties of the resultant film. However, one must note that (i) the MSSCs only demonstrate high performance when a capping layer of perovskite exists above CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 /Al 2 O 3 , which makes a preferred gradient for electron collection, and (ii) the CH 3 films demonstrate significantly lower charge carrier mobility and PL quantum efficiency (PLQE). [197] ZrO 2 as a scaffold layer has achieved PCE > 10%. [186] However, notable PCE (>12%) is typically reported in a bi-layer architecture (Figure 17) where an insulating layer of ZrO 2 is employed on top of mesoporous TiO 2 (Table 3) .
[8b] Such architecture offers additional advantage as it does not employ an organic HTM and instead use thick mesoporous hydrophobic carbon layer thereby yielding a stable device, [8b] as will be discussed in stability section of this article. The best performing MSSC architecture, reported so far, is 15.9% efficient employing a low temperature (<150 °C) processed scaffold. [15] Another notable performance from same group for MSSC demonstrated PCE ≈15.6% in a bi-layer design employing TiO 2 -RGO/Al 2 O 3 bi-layer where the inclusion of graphene flake facilitated superior charge extractions and lowered R S . [185] 
Single Interfacial Perovskite Solar Cells
Electron Selective Contact Free PSCs
The PSCs, likewise many common organic solar cells, also initially employed a tri-layer architecture for charge extraction where an absorber is sandwiched between two selective contacts ( Figure 1 ) which facilitate efficient charge extraction, modify work function of TCO, and reduce interfacial recombination. However, the subsequent research that showed that pristine CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 or CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 /Al 2 O 3 has higher electron mobility than CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 /TiO 2 indicated that an efficient device can, in principal, be made without an ESC. [7a,30a] It is important to note that the low exciton binding energy (2-5 meV) [198] of perovskite enables thermal dissociation of >98% of the photogenerated excitons at room temperature which can be extracted if only one of the selective contacts is present. This is also supported by the fact that PSCs work as a n-i-p junction device with two key serially connected interfaces; i.e., perovskite/ESC and perovskite/HSC, where the device might work with presence of only one junction. [199] This led to unconventional single interface architectures of PSCs: (i) ESC-free, where a perovskite layer is directly deposited on bare TCO or surface modified TCO, and (ii) HSC-free where a back contact is directly deposited on perovskite absorber layer without a HTM layer. For the ESC-free PSCs, Liu et al. [18] first reported PCE 13.5% when a dense ≈300 nm thick CH 3 NH 3 PBI 3 is deposited on a bare ITO. Important is to note the energy level mismatch (≈0.8 eV) between perovskite and ITO which restricted the performance. Towards this, Hu et al. [184] successively reduced this energy mismatch by ≈0.4 eV (Figure 18 ) via surface modification of ITO with Cs 2 CO 3 and demonstrated PCE ≈15.1% (PV parameters are in Table 3 ). In a similar attempt to reduce energy mismatch at FTO-perovskite interface Ryu et al. [200] modified FTO surface with PEI (polyethyleneimine), which is widely employed in polymer solar cells to modify work function of FTO by introducing self-assembled dipoles, [201] and reported PCE >15% in a device configuration FTO/PEI/PCBM/ CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 /PTAA/Au. Although the device is not ESC free rather it is a metal oxide-free architecture, it is still advantageous over their mesoporous analogues as n-type organic thin films can be prepared at much lower temperature. The use of just a self-assembled monolayer of fullerene derivatives deposited directly on FTO reduces significantly efficiency and avoids the photocurrent decrease observed when ESC is removed. [87a] 
Hole Selective Layer Free Device Architectures
A conventional PSCs offers numerous challenges prior to its commercial deployment; it employs expensive HSC (Spiro-OMeTAD, ≈500 $) and back contact (Au). [9e,202] Furthermore, the organic HSCs are humidity sensitive and the metal back contacts typically require vacuum based deposition incompatible with roll-to-roll (R2R) production. The market acceptance of PSCs will require their mass production compatible ambient processing, cost-effectiveness so as to reach grid parity (<$0.05 kW h) [203] and a stable operational lifetime of devices (>20 years).
HSC-free PSCs offer remedy to these various challenges as they eliminate both the HSC and back contact. The first PSC (architecture: c-TiO 2 /m-TiO 2 /ZrO 2 /perovskite/C) replacing both the HSC and the metal back contact, likewise monolithic DSCs, [204] and fabricated via mass production compatible protocols reported PCE ≈6.6%. [205] The ZrO 2 layer blocks electrons reaching the carbon back contact as also evidenced in a report by Mei et al which demonstrated a remarkable PCE ≈12.8% and a stable performance under 1000 h of light soaking in a fully-printable PSC. [8b] The same group further improved the performance in monolithic PSCs to 13.4% by optimizing the size of TiO 2 and thereby the pore size and pore volume which allowed a greater perovskite infiltration in the scaffold. [190] Similarly, performance enhancement from 11.4% to 12.9% is also reported by optimizing perovskite composition from pure MAPbI 3 to FA 1−x MX x PBI 3 (FA-and MA::3:2) which resulted in a broader absorption up to ≈840 nm. [164b] The monolithic or HSC-free PSCs typically result in a low FF (typically <0.7) owing to a poor perovskite/C interface due to the fact that carbon film has a higher sheet resistance compared to an Au (Table 3) . [206] To overcome this, Yan et al. [189] employed single and multi-layered graphene (SG and MG) as HSC resulting in PCE ≈6.7 and ≈11.5%, respectively. While the SG formed an Ohmic contact, the MG formed a Schottky junction resulting in superior hole extraction rate ≈5.1 ns −1 than the former (3.7 ns −1 for SG). A further increase in performance, particularly the FF, is reported by employing multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, PCE ≈12.7% and FF≈0.8) (Figure 19) . [188] Notably, the devices showed a hysteresis free performance compared to a carbon black and graphite based analogues. An optimized perovskite/C interface is also reported by directly hot-pressing free-standing thermoplastic carbon which resulted in a remarkable PCE ≈13.5%, one of the highest till date for HSC-free PSCs. [207] Interestingly, the HSC-free PSCs may or may not employ an intermediate insulating layer between ESC and carbon/perovskite (Figure 19a-c) . This is because the typically employed carbon (carbon black or graphite) has lower conductivity and inferior electronic transport compared to carbon nanotubes, the former's hole extraction rate is lower. Absence of an insulating layer in such case will further increase the interfacial charge recombination, as demonstrated by Mei et al. [8b] The performance dropped from 12.8% to 4.2% when ZrO 2 layer is not employed compared. However, as SWCNTs and MWCNTs are characterized by a superior hole extraction, [189] directional charge transport and also has shown improved perovskite/C interface, [188] it may not require an insulating layer for high performance. This is perhaps the reason that the HSC-free or monolithic PSCs with CNT derivatives as back contact do not employ an insulating scaffold layer. It is important to note that the only report (to the best of our knowledge) containing conducting carbon without an insulating spacer (ZrO 2 ) is by Zhou et al. [187] with a PCE ≈8.7% on rigid substrates and ≈4% for flexible polymer analogues.
Also, CNTs are a p-type material at ambient conditions and the energy level difference between HOMO of CNTs and VB of perovskite (Figure 19b ) acts as a driving force for hole injection. [206] This can also be validated from the fact that a perovskite/CNT film showed 44 times enhanced charge transfer compared to a bare perovskite film when investigated using PL quenching experiment. The working of monolithic or HSC-free PSCs is conceived be similar to heterojunction solar cells. [164c] The balanced electron and hole transport in perovskite crystals [163, 208] explains the charge transport in perovskite film prior to separation at the selective contact/s. There are also arguments that the diffusion length in perovskite is not solely responsible for charge collection in HSC-free PSCs. Instead the charge transport may take place due to drift owing to the builtin electric field ca. 0.9 V [187] -1.2 V, [209] provided charge generation/separation takes place near the depletion layer. [210] 
Monolithic PSCs With a Hole Selective Contact
There are PSCs in monolithic configuration that employ alternative HSC to spiro-OMeTAD such as CuPc, [211] PTAA, [212] Figure 19 . A common architecture of monolithic PSCs that does not include an insulating layer between ESC and back contact A). B,C) Show energy levels of (A) and J-V curves of such device showing one of the best FFs till date. Reproduced with permission. [188] Copyright 2015, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
NiO [213] and TPDI [125] and have achieved PCE 16, 15.3, 15.3 and 15.5%, respectively, however, as they do not fall under the HSC-free category, their performance is not exclusively discussed here. Nevertheless, such designs are suitable when high stability and performance in monolithic based PSCs is desired, as they do not employ a humidity sensitive spiroOMeTAD as HTM. We refer reader to a recent review by Bakr et al. [22f ] for more comprehensive understanding of various such architectures.
Low Temperature Processing of Selective Contacts on Flexible Substrates
When it comes to the market applications, four key features of any PV technology determine its market success, i.e., cost, efficiency, stability or lifetime and the added functionality. [12, 214] The added functionalities such as transparency, flexibility and aesthetics become particularly important when the PVs have to be installed for indoor, portable or integrated applications such as in indoor electronics, wearables, and solar windows etc. [92] Since PSCs have shown to work in low or diffused light, [215] and have demonstrated PCE >15% in flexible devices [216] with fair indoor stability, [217] it makes them a preferred choice for indoor and portable applications, outperforming the DSCs (≈8.5%) and OPVs (≈11.5%). [92] Flexible PSCs are also important as they can be prepared on plastic and metallic substrates which are ≈30% and ≈90% cheaper than glass substrates. [218] The flexible PSCs are mostly developed at T < 150 °C on conducting plastic substrates such as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyethersulfone (PES), polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) or polycarbonate (PC) and metallic substrates such as titanium, stainless steel and nickel foil. [219] For details on flexi ble PSCs, we refer to a comprehensive review by Di Giacomo et al. [9e] In brief, among the devices made on conducting plastic substrates, PCE ≈15.3 and 14.9% have been achieved using PET-ITO [217b] employing a TiO 2 NP ESC and PEN-ITO [109] with ZnSnO 4 ESC, respectively. An excellent PV performance and bending stability is also reported for f-PSCs when the PET substrates is incorporated with Ag-mesh and a transparent conducting polymer (PH1000), resulting in PCE ≈14% as shown in Figure 20a -h. The best performance in f-PSCs to date is reported using ZnO thin ESC in an architecture PEN/ITO/ ZnO/MAPbI3/PTAA/Au (PCE ≈15.6%, Table 2 ). [160] However, while employing ZnO as an ESC, one must note that a low temperature processed ZnO often induces more defect sites in PSCs leading to a thermal degradation of perovskite. [220] Similarly, flexible PSCs employing a p-type organic layer has also yielded PCE over 12% (PET-ITO/PEDOT:PSS/perovskite/ PCBM/Au). [217b] On the other hand, flexible PSCs made on opaque metallic foils have shown PCE >10% using Ti foil [183, 221] and much less for a stainless steel counterpart (<4%). [193] The significantly higher performance in Ti foil is understood as a better interaction between TiO 2 ESC and also the native TiO x layer at the substrate resulting in efficient charge extraction at the interface. However, the key issue here is the requirement of a back contact with high transparency so that maximum light can reach to the absorber layer. Therefore, the typically employed relatively thicker Au layer (≈100 nm) is replaced by a thin ITO layer mixed with CNT or Ag mesh. [221, 222] Nevertheless, the highest performance (PCE ≈10.3%) in such devices has been achieved on Ti-foil with an insulating scaffold (Al 2 O 3 ). [183] 
Fiber Shaped or Unconventional PSCs
Inspired from the progress in fibrous DSCs and the need for integrated wearable energy generation and storage devices, fiber or wire shaped PSCs are also witnessed recently. [193, 194, 223] Although the performance (PEC <4%) is much lower than the predecessors, the DSCs (PCE ≈9%), [224] numerous research opportunities exist, particularly in terms of ESC-perovskite interface optimization. Such un-conventional PV designs are of particular interest as they, when incorporated as electronic textile, pave way to wearable PV technology and modern electronics. Here the advantage PSCs offered over DSCs is the absence of liquid electrolyte despite the latter's high PCE.
A first report on wire-shaped PSCs (w-PSCs) by Qiu et al. [193] in 2014 reported ≈200 μm thick device on a stainless steel wire and a PCE ≈3.3% (J SC ≈10 mA cm −2 and V OC ≈650 mV). Although the performance is much below liquid electrolyte based DSCs, it is higher than their solid-state DSCs (PCE ≈2.6%) [225] and polymer counterparts (PCE ≈2.6%). [226] In another report, He et al. [223] introduced obelisk-like vertically aligned ZnO nanorods at low temperature (<100 °C) enabled faster charge extraction (J SC ≈15 mA cm −2 ) and a PCE ≈3.8%. To further improve the performance, strategies need to be developed for a thick pin-hole free perovskite layer so as to avoid a contact between ESC and HSC. Nonetheless, the w-PSCs demonstrated the ability to be transformed into electronic-textile of size up to few cm 2 , the first demonstration of a perovskite fabric. Future researches to improve performance of w-PSCs should consider improving the contact between ESC and core substrate, transparency of back contact (as w-PSCs are back illuminated due to opaque core material), control over perovskite morphology to avoid ESC-HSC shunting, physical encapsulation for humidity stability, and enhancing their resilience during twisting or bending.
Interfacial Modifiers to Improve PV Performance of Perovskite Solar Cells
Towards the two pre-requisites of a high performing PV device, i.e., light absorption and a complete charge collection, the CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 offers a high absorption coefficient in the visible spectrum (≈10 5 cm −1 ) which consequent high density of carriers. However, the charge extraction is often challenging even in films of thickness ≈300 nm. This is due to the various recombination processes within the perovskite film and especially at the device interfaces, as we have commented in Section 2.
Strategies to overcome the various recombination involve depositing perovskite over a lead iodide (PbI 2 ) monolayer, [227] post-treating CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 film with di-ammonium iodide, [29b] incorporation of amino-substituted perylene diimide derivative (N-PDI) as ESC to replace the commonly used TiO 2 [228] or as an interfacial modifier [229] between PCBM and metal back contact, and manipulating the perovskite crystal growth via a polymer matrix. [29a] Similarly, interface modification is also carried out at the ESC-perovskite interface, at HSC-perovskite interface, at ESC/TCO interface, and at perovskite-metal interface in order to enhance the charge transfer efficiency. Table 4 lists the PV improvement in various such devices. The modifiers employed include thin insulating oxide layers, i.e., Al 2 O 3 , self-assembled layer (SAM) of fullerene derivatives, inorganic materials such as CsBr and CsCl, small molecules, thiols ligands, and polymers.
TiO 2 remains the most common selective contact material till date which is known for sub-bandgap states arising from under-coordinated surface Ti(IV) ions in its lattice and its surface defects. The TiO 2 based PSCs often demonstrate significant non-radiative recombination. A thin layer of fullerene derivatives [32c,87a,230] or PCBM [231] and PCBA [232] have shown to increase electron injection into ESC. Wojciechowski et al. [32c] demonstrated via PL decay and photothermal deflection spectroscopy that the traps states are significantly passivated when the TiO 2 layer is functionalized with a fullerene derivative SAM. Not only an efficient charge extraction is observed from the PL decay, the slope of the absorption at the band edge (corresponding to Urbach energy) also evidenced significant improvement in TiO 2 lattice disorder (Figure 21) . Furthermore, electroluminescence spectra of samples provide a direct evidence of the 5 to 10 folds' reduction in non-radiative recombination at the interface. Another key issue is the low charge mobility of TiO 2 which often hinders electron collection leading to hysteresis in the device. This is overcome by introducing a PCBM overcoating, a material of several orders of higher electronic mobility that reduced the dark current at the interface and improved the hysteresis-free performance. [20c,233] Without the PCBM coating, the TiO 2 based devices require pre-polarization for efficient charge extractions, which would otherwise leads to large hysteresis in the PSCs made using them. [20c,234] Similarly, improvement at HSC-perovskite interface, such as by introduction of Mo-IPA (Molybdenum iso-propoxide) assisted perovskite layer fabrication, resulted in VBM (Valence band maximum) alignment of perovskite with spiroOMeTADand a more efficient hole extraction. [235] The interfacial layers also demonstrated stability improvement, especially under the UV-light due to interface modification. [236] In another report, a small molecule based HSC, N-atom-linked phenylcarbazole-fluorene end-capped with spirobifluorene derivatives demonstrated PCE ≈17.2% and also a long term stability. [237] Research has also been carried out to improve perovskite metal interface to obtain smoother and more compact junction and to avoid series resistance at the metal electrode side, [33] and at FTO/ESC contact by creating a negative dipole to alter the work function of the substrate which enhances the electrostatic potential across the device. [31b,238] 
Interfaces Towards Stability of Perovskite Solar Cells
When it comes to practical deployment of the solar cell technology, the stability becomes as important as their initial PCE. [243] Although PSCs have shown exceptional PV performance in almost all of their device architectures, they are known to degrade when exposed to outdoor conditions such as humidity, temperature, UV light, light soaking and under the effect of an electric field. [22e,244] The predominant reasons for instability are intrinsic: (i) structural instability that arises from the fact that the materials constituting a perovskite crystal are chemically unstable and are subjected to a phase change under the effect of atmospheric factors, [22d,245] and (ii) change in current-voltage profile upon applying an electric bias which could either be attributed to the ferroelectric polarization of the MAX 3 or due to ion movement of halide ions (see the hysteresis section of the article for details). [66b,d,75] It is noteworthy that although moisture affects the long term performance of PSCs, a controlled moisture environment during device fabrication is crucial to obtain high photoluminescence and a high PCE. [246] The origin of this effect is attributed to a reduction in trap states due to the partial solvation of the MA ion and "self-healing" of the perovskite crystal. [247] However, over a long term exposure, water ingress into PSC decomposes perovskite crystal due to its water solubility. [248] Numerous articles suggesting improving chemical stability or elimination of hysteresis in PSCs by chemically modifying the CH 3 NH 3 PbX 3 or by controlling the external factors such as water and oxygen ingress in a device, putting UV-filters, and device encapsulation [8b,244a,249] or incorporating the perovskite film in a polymer matrix. [250] However, there have been significant contribution to degradation from the interfacing contacts too. It is evidenced that replacement of most common HSC in n-type PSCs, i.e., spiro-OMeTAD by humidity resistant counterparts such as PTAA and inorganic counterparts or in p-type PSCs, replacement of organic HSC, i.e., PEDOT:PSS by NiO enhanced device stability significantly. [22f ] Reports on the role of interfaces determining perovskite stability are also published. [146, 251] As the structural stability of perovskite and also the effect of external atmospheric factors are well documented, herein we limit our discussion within the scope of this article, i.e., the case for the interfaces namely, ESC/perovskite and HSC/perovskite towards device stability. This is particularly important after the reports that interfaces are also crucial for long term stability [78, 252] and a recent demonstration that a perovskite layer itself could be stable when exposed to humidity and light and it is rather the interface properties that induces degradation within the devices as the characteristics of the interface changes over time. [253] Another landmark report is the finding that the perovskite deposited on metal oxides typical leads to deterioration of film up to first few nanometers due to the catalytic nature of the MOS thereby leaving some volatile residuals at the interface. [23] This surface degradation is significantly higher for inorganic selective contacts and much lower for organic rivals. A first 10 and ≈30 nm of the perovskite layer deposited in-situ via evaporation did not show any perovskite related peaks on ITO and Shaikh et al. [240] ESC-perovskite Jiang et al. [33] Metal-perovskite Liu et al. [31b] Metal-perovskite Xu et al. [242] * a) [6, 6] MoO 3 , respectively ( Figure 22) ; whereas a only 3 nm thin layer of perovskite on PEIE and PEDOT:PSS feature of a perovskite film. This could also explain why passivation of typical MOS layers via an organic interfacial modifiers results in improved performance.
Degradation at ESC/Perovskite Interface (Mesoporous vs Planar)
So far, the most common employed MOSs in mesoporous PSCs are TiO 2 and ZnO. Whereas the former has been known to degrade when exposed to UV light and also induce surface degradation [21c,22a,b] in its NPs morphology, the latter has been known to deprotonate perovskite layer due to the presence of hydroxide groups on its surface. [96, 220] Yet mesoporous architecture offers better stability than their planar rivals because the perovskite crystal decomposes upon degradation leaving discontinued film with increased grain boundaries, [251, 253] and in such cases, the mesoporous layer helps maintaining stable charge transport channels. TiO 2 NPs are also known to induce instability in the device when expose to UV-radiation due to light induced adsorption of surface adsorbed oxygen.
[22b] The presence of oxygen sites (Ti 3 + ) on TiO 2 surface may act as traps which are activated in presence of oxygen. One could argue stable performance of the same materials in DSSCs in presence of UV light; however, it is important to note that in DSSCs, these surface traps are passivated by acetonitrile in liquid electrolyte. [254] Replacing TiO 2 with Al 2 O 3 in PSCs has shown a stable performance for 1000 h when exposed to UV-light. This phenomenon also induce instability in planar PSCs, although the rate of observed degradation is relatively slower than PSCs with a mesoporousTiO 2 .
[22b]
Alternatively, TiO 2 nanorods (NRs) showed greater stability compared to NP based or even planar analogues, in un-encapsulated PSCs [21c] or even their sealed analogues. [22a] PSCs with three types of TiO 2 (Figure 23 ), fabricated and sealed in an inert atmosphere, showed different degradation profile at similar testing conditions. Fastest degradation is observed in planar PSCs that retained only <10% of initial PCE after 2500 h followed by a NPs based device that retained nearly 50% of original PCE. However, NRs based devices surprisingly showed slight improvement in performance as shown in Figure 23d and also in Table 5 . It shows that besides humidity, the nature of interface to be one of the dominating factors for instability. [22e,255] As the devices were sealed in an inert atmosphere and the effect of humidity is negligible, and therefore, one would expect as similar degradation behavior for all three device types. [22a] The XRD analysis of replica of the aged devices (after 2500 h) showed that whereas, the NRs based PSCs retained >80% of initial perovskite phase fraction (calculated from the major XRD peaks of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 at 2θ ≈14.4 and ≈28.8 ο ), NPs based and planar PSCs showed drastic diminishing of perovskite, probably due to the fact that the ESC films here induces surface degradation of perovskite film by reacting with it unlike NRs that seems to avoid it. This could be related to more thermodynamically stable rutile NRs than anatase NPs, and (ii) the different surface energy of NRs owing to their different size and crystallinity (NRs are single crystalline and have a larger volume ≈4.7 × 10 6 nm 3 ) than NPs (polycrystalline and significantly smaller volume ≈8.2 × 10 3 nm 3 ). However, regarding the different degradation rate of planar and mesoporous TiO 2 NPs based PSCs, is not fully understood so far.
Efforts to modify the characteristics of the ESC interface has demonstrated improvement in stability of PSCs. Ito et al. [256] modified the surface of TiO 2 by coating a thin layer of Sb 2 S 3 and observed improvement in photostability of device without encapsulation. Incorporation of Sb 2 S 3 between perovskite and TiO 2 avoided surface degradation of CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 crystals. A similar report, [257] where surface passivation of TiO 2 by a thin layer of CdS suppressed interface defects and reduced charge Yin et al. [251] C,m-Zn 2 SnO 4 Spiro NA Dark, dry air, room temperature ≈700 h (NS)
13.3
−26%
Bera et al. [259] ZnO-NRs Spiro NA Ambient, room temperature 500 h (NS)
5
−14%
Bi et al. [258] c-TiO Zhang et al. [125] Planar n-i-p Choi et al. [264] PCBM PEDOT:PSS [265] recombination, showed relatively stable performance during 12 h of light soaking compared to a bare TiO 2 analogue. Similarly, replacement of TiO 2 NPs with alternatives such as ZnO NRs, [258] and Zn 2 SnO 4 [259] have also demonstrated improved stability thereby evidencing that the interfacing material matters in long term durable performance of PSCs (Table 5 ). While the TiO 2 based PSCs showed ≈50% power drop only after 10 days, Zn 2 SnO 4 PSCs retained 86% of initial PCE even after 30 days of testing. The Zn 2 SnO 4 favored well-crystallized perovskite morphology with significantly larger grains (≈2 μm) which avoided moisture attack on grain boundaries, a susceptible site to degradation. [166a,260] Another possible reason of stable performance could be the stronger bonding between CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 and Zn 2 SnO 4 than between CH 3 NH 3 PbI 3 and TiO 2 that improved the interface characteristics.
Stability of Planar PSCs
The planar PSC have showed drastic degradation not only under light soaking [261] but also during their shelf-life testing.
[22a] The degradation was drastic under light soaking resulting in complete power drop in the devices. An 80-90% performance drop is observed for their unencapsulated laboratory scale devices [38] as well as their encapsulated large area modules. [21c,22a] While one could argue that the drop in the PV performance in the former could be due to the presence of humidity, the latter were sealed in a glove box and the contribution from humidity is negligible. It is therefore conceivable that the interface (c-TiO 2 -perovskite) is highly reactive with perovskite crystals. Other possible reasons are the photo-degradation of c-TiO 2 due to surface adsorbed oxygen in presence of UV-light, as discussed before, and also its surface defects. A recent work by Li et al. [236a] report UV-stable performance of a planar PSC by incorporating an interface modifier, i.e., cesium bromide (CsBr) between c-TiO 2 and perovskite which not only improved the photocatalytic activity of ESC but also reduced interfacial defect sites. The report suggests a reduction in reactivity of TiO 2 upon incorporation of CsBr thereby affirming our understanding that a planar device can, in principle, degrade in absence of humidity. [22a] The fact that encapsulated planar and mesoporous-TiO 2 PSCs degraded in absence of humidity, it seems conceivable that the highly reactive TiO 2 -perovskite interface plays a dominant role towards instability. This can also be understood from the fact that when a thick less reactive insulating oxide layer (ZrO 2 , ≈2 μm) is employed on top of TiO 2 , the PSCs showed one of the highest stability (1000 h under light soaking) till date. [8b] 
Interface Effect and Stability in Flexible PSCs
Flexible PSCs are more prone to degradation as an uneven substrate surface, such as in the case of PET-ITO, may result in distortion of perovskite film morphology above it as also evidenced by Schmidt et al. [262] creating an additional degradation channel. Towards a robust and highly conductive substrate, Li et al. [216a] reported an Ag-embedded substrate modified with a polymer conductor (PH1000) to support low sheet resistance which is also mechanically robust as it employs a protective layer of PET Zhang et al. [263] PET-ITO/MAI 3 /PC 61 (≈57 μm) which retained not only at room temperature (92% of original performance, PCE≈14%), but also, more importantly at higher temperature ≈45 °C (75% of original PCE). Interestingly the stability is higher than that of a reference device made on rigid ITO (90% at room temperature and 69% on 45 °C).
Stability at ITO and Back Contact Interfaces
The degradation can also take place at ITO-or metal back contact. The PSCs with organic selective contacts, i.e., PEDOT: PSS, which is acidic, react with ITO surface that leads to corrosion. This can be avoided by modifying ITO surface. For example, HSC-free f-PSCs without a PEDOT:PSS layer demon strated ≈6 times higher stable performance than a rival. [263] Similarly, the degradation due to metal contact is overcome via incorporating a Cr 2 O 3 /Cr interlayer between perovskite and metal contact and pre-treating the PET/ITO substrate with dimethylsulphoxide resulted in an air stable performance (Figure 24) . [217a] It is important to note that the device is extremely thin (≈3 μm) and showed a stabile performance compared to that of a glass ITO based PSCs.
Degradation at HTM/Perovskite Interface
Since the inception of PSCs, most designs employ an organic hole transporting layer (≈300 nm), typically small molecules (spiro-OMeTAD), conducting polymers (P3HT, PTAA and PANI etc.), and inorganic HTMs (CuPc, NiO, CuO etc.), as a hole selective contact. [22f,266] Despite the fact that the most successful device till date employ inorganic HSCs these organic charge selective contacts are sensitive to moisture and oxygen and thereby induce degradation in PSCs. [267] A common example is the widely employed spiro-OMeTAD doped with Li-salt (Li-TFSI) which, owing to its extremely hygroscopic nature, tends to react with humidity. [268] Apart from extrinsic degradation routes, it has been recently reported how the chemical reaction between spiro-OMeTAD + and migrating I − from the perovskite absorber progressively reduces the hole transporting material conductivity and deteriorates solar cell performance. [85] The research activities seeking stable PSCs from an HSC perspective can be classified as: (i) dopant free HSCs, (ii) inorganic or organic alternatives to the commonly used hygroscopic spiroOMeTAD, (iii) post-modification of HSC or encapsulation to protect the device from humidity, and (iv) by adding new less reactive additives to spiro-OMeTAD.
[22f ] However, as the focus of the present article is on the role of interfaces only, we limit our discussion to the reports where a modification in HSC/perovskite interface increased the stability in the device. We present case studies from two type of devices here; firstly a mesoporous architecture employing an HSC ( Figure 1a ) and secondly a p-i-n planar architecture (Figure 1f ) that employs an HSC on conducting substrates, also called an inverted planar PSC. Despite the fact that highest efficiency PSCs employs spiroOMeTAD as a HSC, it is known to degrade in presence of moisture, primarily due to the presence of Li-salt dopant in it. Replacement of spiro-OMeTAD with alternative HTMs such as 5, 10, 15-triphenyl-5H-diindolo[3, 2-a:3′, 2′-c]carbazole(TPDI) has shown to increase the PCE from 15.1% to 15.5%. [125] In the absence of Li-TFSI as a dopant in both HTLs, the devices showed PCE ≈10.8 and ≈13.6%, respectively. It is important to note that TPDI is a HSC with two order of magnitude higher hole mobility (μ h for TPDI 3.5 × 10
. [125] Besides the higher PCE, the PSCs employing a pristine TPDI also showed enhanced air-stability; the PCE only dropped by 5% for pristine TPDI based PSCs and ≈17% for their doped analogues. The use of an iridium complex instead of the commonly Co complex additive used to enhance the conductivity of spiro-OMeTAD also has a significant beneficial effect in the long term stability. [267a] Other alternatives to spiro-OMeTAD are inorganic NiO, and CuSCN which can be employed in mesoporous PSCs. Inverted PSCs also called planar heterojunction PSCs suffer from significant degradation primarily arising from their organic ESC and HSC components. The design typically employs either a thin PCBM layer, an ESC which is sensitive to moisture, and PEDOT:PSS as a HSC which is acidic in nature and also known to degrade in the presence of humidity. [161] Despite the fact that incorporation of organic ESC and HSC routinely resulted in PCE as high as 15-17% (Table 3) , the devices often degrade drastically even during their shelf-life testing thereby putting a question mark on their commercial deployment. Thanks to the optimization of these selective contacts, inverted planar PSCs started to show signs of stable performance recently. [88, 192, 269] Firstly, interface engineering at ESC via (i) replacing organic PCBM by inorganic ESC such as NiO [88, 270] and NiO x :Cu [271] and (ii) post-treatment of PCBM or anorganic-inorganic bi-layer design such as PC 61 BM/TiO x [172] and PC 61 BM/ZnO [171] demonstrated significantly enhanced stability in these device (Table 5 ). These inorganic counterparts demonstrated stable performance in presence of humidity and also are not corrosive to the substrates underneath.
Towards the stability of HSC layer in inverted PSCs, replacing the typically employed humidity sensitive and acidic organic selective contact (PEDOT:PSS, PH ≈2) [272] with an airstable inorganic counterpart such as NiO, CuSCN, MoO 3 , and Cu:NiO x has also shown enhanced stability. [22f ] It is important to note that PEDOT:PSS film itself reacts with humidity and form new complexes (water-PEDOT:PSS) which alter its energy levels and thereby hole extraction efficiency of a device. Inorganic HSCs have demonstrated significantly high stability in this class of PSCs; for example, CuSCN based PSCs showed a stable performance for 40 h. [35] Similarly, Cu:NiO X based PSCs showed stable performance and retained >90% of initial PCE after 240 h compared to a PEDOT:PSS based PSCs (PCE dropped by 70%). The details of such many alternatives is given in Table 5 . One of the best stability in such devices is reported when both the inorganic selective contacts are replaced with inorganic counterparts (Figure 25) , resulting in PCE 16.1% and also a significantly stable performance for 60 days. [88] Another possible degradation route is the reaction between perovskite and metal back contact (Ag) which corrodes Ag. Incorporation of an intermediate layer such as ZnO and Cr 2 O 3 -Cr has shown to form an effective barrier to overcome such degradation. Nevertheless, one of the highest stability in inverted planar PSCs is shown in devices replacing both the organic components simultaneously. You et al. [88] reported a fully MOS based inverted planar device which retained >90% of initial PCE even after 60 days of shelf life testing and at room temperature light soaking contrary to an organic counterpart that degraded in merely 5 days. The MOS based inverted PSCs also showed a remarkable PCE ≈16.1% at standard test conditions.
As PSCs have demonstrated a photoconversion energy as high as other commercial solar devices (CdTe, CIGS, polycrystalline Si), one of the key challenges is achieving their long term stable performance when exposed to outdoor conditions. It can be seen from Table 3 and 5 that PSCs are fabricated with a wide variety of materials and design architectures, many of which are intrinsically unstable. It can also be noted that even the similar PSC architectures fabricated at different laboratories resulted in different stability, which is because the durability of these devices largely depends on the purity of starting materials, fabrication methods and conditions, and also the characteristics of the device interfaces. Unlike silicon and thin film solar cells where decades of research has brought them to deliver a stable performance over 20 years with negligible intrinsic degradation, these materials resembles OPVs where instability mostly arises from the materials components itself such as photo-oxidation, change in morphologies over time, and interfacial degradation. [273] We therefore believe that stability protocols of PSCs are more likely to follow the consensus being developed for OPVs [274] and DSCs [12, 243] as the device degradation involves chemical modifications. For a detailed overview of the protocols that may be adopted while reporting stability of PSCs, we refer to the comprehensive reports highlighting various ISOS protocols to be adopted while measuring and reporting operational stability (indoor and outdoor). [12, 243, 274] Although so far, not many reports have followed any standard protocol while reporting stability of PSCs, we recommend that the perovskite community should follow few considerations while reporting such data. Most importantly the overestimation in PV performance of PSCs due to anomalous hysteresis and their erroneous efficiency reporting (missing IV data for reverse and forward scan, stabilized maximum power output and statistical analysis) must be carefully looked at. [275] For a reliable device characterization, we suggest a measurement protocol developed by Zimmermann et al. [276] The protocol is derived from standard J-V measurements, power point tracking and stabilized PV parameters as well as characteristics extracted from time resolved current density-voltage measurements. The PSCs research community needs to report stabilized PV performance for both scan directions and preferably the J-V curves at various scan conditions (delay time, scan rate etc.) in order to provide a clearer picture of device performance. We recommend a recently published checklist while reporting the PV performance, [275] (ii) while reporting the stability of PSCs, the protocols such as those for dark or indoor testing (ISOS-D-1, shelf-life, ISOS-D-2, high temperature storage, and ISOS-D-3, damp heat) or those for outdoor (ISOS-O-1-3) [273] must be followed so that a consensus on the stability is made and a true picture of device performance is obtained.
It is important to note that the PSCs are subjected to stress when continuously exposed to incident light. A standard light soaking protocol (humidity, temperature and power of incident light) should therefore be considered while reporting such tests. This will be a critical test in PSCs provided the fact that perovskite materials polarize when exposed to light inducing hysteresis in the device. We recommend that stability tests need to be divided in to materials' stability (ESC, HSC, perovskite, back contact, transparent electrode and interfaces) and device operation stability under various atmospheric conditions. One can also note that most of the stability tests carried out on PSCs (Table 5 ) are with un-encapsulated devices, a practice that should not be carried out particularly while using TiO 2 based PSCs. This is due to the fact that TiO 2 owing to its oxygen vacancies behaves differently in an environment with less or no oxygen [22b] and therefore the performance of sealed and open devices could largely differ. Also important to note that the stability of flexible PSCs, if their intended deployment is for indoor applications, will have to follow less stringent conditions as they will not be exposed to continuous light soaking.
Conclusions and Future Outlook
In this article we have addressed the importance of the charge selective contacts and their interfaces in perovskite solar cells (PSCs) and provided an overview of the different types of interfaces and how they determine device operation and stability. The electron selective contact (ESC) and hole selective contact (HSC) layers are deployed in PSCs in different architectures from planar to nanostructured. As can be seen in Figure 26 , there has been tremendous progress in terms of efficiency, scalability and stability of PSCs. We see the application of perovskite in different architectures, wide variety of designs including flexible solar cells on plastic and metallic substrates, their large area modules and also different applications such as in batteries, and light emitting diodes etc.
The archetypical materials as ESCs are metal oxides, most commonly TiO 2 , SnO 2 , ZnO and other metal-oxides, including many doped variations and combinations of these. Additionally, we find organic ESCs in inverted solar cells using PCBM or C 60 , however, recently use of organic molecules (and semiconductors) is also demonstrated (Ref. [17] of this article). Even ESC-free PSCs have been fabricated. The same is observed for the HSC, where the standard is the organic spiro-OMeTAD, but many other organic, inorganic, small molecules and polymers counterparts have also been successfully implemented (See Ref.
[22f ] of this manuscript). The reason for this large variety is manifold: Historically the PSCs started as extremely thin absorber cell, where the dye of a dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) had been replaced by an inorganic thin absorber layer, the methyl ammonium lead halide perovskite. Consequently, the material of choice was mesoporous TiO 2 and spiroOMeTAD as used in solid-state DSSCs. However, since then many different device architectures have been demonstrated, and it is clear, that the PSCs are not excitonic solar cells as dyesensitized and organic solar cells. Therefore, it can be expected that other ESCs and HSCs optimized for excitonic solar cells will adapt better to the PSCs.
PSCs resemble in its function more thin film inorganic solar cells; however, they present some new features that have not been previously observed in other photovoltaic technologies as ion migration, accumulation capacitance or inductive loops. In contrast to organic and other hybrid solar cell, the ESC and HSC in PSCs only need to function as charge selective layers. Crystal structure is reproduced with permission. [277] Copyright 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry. Schematic of Al
Exciton splitting at this interface is not necessary. Especially the standard HSC spiro-OMeTAD is probably not ideal, as it has a relative low charge carrier mobility forming amorphous films and only functions well when doped with additives. Furthermore, recently an irreversible chemical reaction between spiroMeOTAD + and migrating I − is reported at perovskite/HSC interface which leads to deterioration in device performance and instability. [85] Currently, it is not clear, what the ideal interfacial layers to the perovskite are, however, it can be assumed that for different device architectures different materials are ideal. Even more, it can be assumed that the different perovskite preparation methods -leading to different perovskite films -also show optimized performance with different interfacial layers, which is even more the case for different chemical perovskite compositions. Currently, most PSCs are primarily optimized in terms of efficiency. However, other aspects will play a major role for industrial fabrication and commercialization. Next to solar cells stability, which strongly depend on the interfacial layers, also fabrication issues will have strong impact on the choice of interfacial layers. This is particularly important as perovskite film morphology depends on the underneath layer (scaffold, in case of Al 2 O 3 ). Ideally, low temperature processing routes will be used, which will allow roll-to-roll fabrication on flexible substrates. The solar cells stability will also strongly depend on these layers as replacement of organic selective contacts with inorganic ones have shown significant stable performance for inverted planar architectures. Therefore, next to the optimized electronic properties the interfacial layers also need be stable and ideally serve as protection layers for the perovskite. Screening of stable selective contacts is more important after the report [23] that perovskite layer grown on some metal oxide leads to surface degradation leading to some byproducts at the interface, a phenomena which is much less pronounced for organic rivals.
The interfacial selective contacts also have a strong effect on the often observed hysteresis phenomenon. The most common selective contact, TiO 2 , often demonstrate a hysteretic effect. There are a number of explanations to this hysteretic effect, such as ferroelectric behavior, ion migration, interfacial capacitive effects and trapping processes. However, the effect strongly depends on the interfacial layers, device architecture (planar or mesoporous/nanostructured), the materials, and the perovskite processing, etc. For example, in devices with PCBM or C 60 as interfacial layer replacing or just covering the TiO 2 layer, this effect is much smaller, sometimes even negligible. This indicates that hysteresis strongly depends on the nature of the interface and its interaction with the perovskite layer. It seems that high efficiency and stable devices show less of this hysteretic effect. Therefore, it could be that hysteresis is indicating limitations of the cells and possibilities exist to avoid it by optimizing the processing parameters, device architectures and interfacial layers which in this case would also lead to high efficiency and maybe also an improved stability.
For highly efficient PSCs, the perovskite film should be employed between charge selective layers to suppress interfacial recombination. Surface traps that act as recombination centers at the interfaces must be eliminated and the physical mechanism of charge accumulation have to be completely understood. This makes a good "matching" between the materials necessary, which concerns not only the energetic levels, but also is important for structural alignment at the interface. Finally, most selective interfacial layers have a relative low charge carrier mobility. In this case, they should be as thin as possible, still leading to compact, pinhole free layers to have minimal transport resistance.
Also the ideal device architectures of the interface to the perovskite layer is not yet completely decided. Record PSC have been obtained with mesoporous TiO 2 , nevertheless a very significant progress in the performance of planer solar cells has been made over the last year, and very recently, without TiO 2 (Ref. [17] of this article). Usually metal oxides such as TiO 2 , SnO 2 , ZnO and doped variations of them or also binary metal oxides are used, while TiO 2 is by far the most common material. However, currently it seems completely open, whether it is really the best material. Even though PSCs based on mesoporous TiO 2 films currently hold the efficiency record, it is also not clear whether this mesoporous scaffold is really needed for efficient crystallization of the perovskite film. An issue without a scaffold might be the device stability, which seems to improve in cells with nanostructured metal-oxides as these might be able to protect the perovskite layer. It has been shown very early on already that also an insulating mesoporous scaffold (Al 2 O 3 ) can be used to replace the mesoporous TiO 2 film due to the ambipolar nature of the perovskite layer. In this case, the mesoporous layer just acts as crystallization layer and scaffold for the perovskite. High efficiency and stability achieved in PSCs using insulating scaffolds such as Al 2 O 3 and ZrO 2 would open up extensive investigation. The nature of the perovskite film also allows having just one selective contact and having a metal contact directly on the perovskite on the other side. This ESC or HSC free p-n type devices do function astonishing well, but do not show the same performance and stability as p-i-n type devices, where both sides have the selective contacts. Also important to note that a hysteresis-free behavior is yet to be observed in these single interface devices, but it has been reduced with surface treatments.
Towards long term stability and commercialization, PSC technology is advancing in order to follow the standard developed by International Electrochemical Committee IEC 61646 (thin-film terrestrial PV modules-design qualification and type approval), although it seems that qualifying other standards such as IEC 61215 (crystalline silicon terrestrial PV modulesdesign qualification), and IEC 62108 (concentrator photo voltaic (CPV) modules and assemblies-design qualification and type approval) might take longer to be accomplished. [243] For PV technologies such as OPVs, DSCs and PSCs, the IEC 61646 seems more suitable, nonetheless, to reach a deployable stage the PSCs have to undergo outdoor exposure tests at maxi mum power output, UV-protection tests, thermal cycling tests (−40-85 °C, 200 cycles), damp heat (85 °C, R.H 85% for 1000 h), and light soaking (1 sun, ≈80 °C). Although initial reports on stability are encouraging, PSCs still have a long way to reach a deployable PV technology. PSCs manufacturing companies such as Oxford Photovoltaics have made important announcements towards stability and deployment in upcoming years. Nonetheless, to achieve long-term operational stability, stable selective contacts are as important as perovskite layer itself.
It remains exciting, what progress will be made, and how the understanding of different observed features increases and leads to improved device efficiency and stability. As indicated in Figure 26 , there are still a number of open questions. Answering these will help us to gain deeper understanding, which will pave the way to commercialization. It is very likely that we have not yet found the "ideal" interface, promoting efficient charge extraction from the perovskite, not creating or even passivating surface traps at the interface, and improving the device stability. Maybe there is not "one" material, but different pathways which might be successful. The most exciting physics happens at the interfaces, so a better understanding of the details of the interfacial process will also give us more information on current limitations and ideas how to overcome these.
